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Abstract

This data package, LAGOS-US LOCUS, is one of the core data modules of the LAGOSUS platform that provides an extensible research-ready platform to study the 479,950
lakes and reservoirs larger than or equal to 1 ha in the conterminous US (48 states plus
the District of Columbia). This data module contains information on the location,
identifiers, and physical characteristics of lakes and their watersheds. The characteristics
in this module include: variables that can be obtained from GIS data such as location and
geometry; variables that can be derived using GIS processing such as lake watersheds
and their geometry, lake glaciation history, and lake connectivity; and commonly used
identifiers from GIS and other data products useful for linking with LAGOS-US. LOCUS
is based on a snapshot of the high-resolution National Hydrography Dataset product
available at the initiation of the project that provided the basis for locating, identifying,
and characterizing the geometry of all lakes in LAGOS-US. The database design that
supports the LAGOS-US research platform was created based on several important
design features: lakes are the fundamental unit of consideration, all lakes in the spatial
extent must be represented (above the minimum size), and most information is connected
to individual lakes. The design is modular, interoperable (the modules can be used with
each other), and extensible (future database modules can be developed and used in the
LAGOS-US research platform by others). Users are encouraged to use the LAGOSUS R
packages that aids in access and the other two core data modules that are part of the
LAGOS-US platform: GEO (which includes geospatial ecological context at multiple
spatial and temporal scales for lakes and their watersheds) and LIMNO (in situ lake
surface-water physical, chemical, and biological measurements through time) that are
each found in their own data packages.
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Introduction to the LAGOS-US
research platform
LAGOS-US provides an extensible research-ready platform to study the 479,950 lakes and
reservoirs larger than or equal to 1 ha in the conterminous US at multiple, broad scales of space
and time. Although lakes are our focal unit of study, studying land-water interactions requires not
only in situ lake water quality measurements, but also descriptions of the lakes, their watersheds,
and their landscape ecological context (i.e., the land use, geologic, climatic, and hydrologic
setting of lakes). Each lake’s ecological context can be characterized at a variety of spatial extents
(e.g., ecoregions, watersheds), which we call spatial divisions. Some of these ecological context
variables are relatively static through time and are therefore characterized for a single date,
whereas others are dynamic through time and are characterized at multiple time steps. Wherever
possible, we include data for all lakes. These data provide a ‘census’ population of all lakes in the
study area.
The LAGOS-US research platform includes three core data modules:
1) LAGOS-US LOCUS for locational, identifying, and physical information of all
lakes > 1 ha in surface area and their watersheds in the conterminous U.S.,
2) LAGOS-US GEO for geospatial and temporal ecological context variables (e.g.,
land use, climate, hydrology) for all lakes in LOCUS characterized at multiple
spatial divisions (e.g., equidistant buffers around lakes, watersheds, ecoregions), and
3) LAGOS-US LIMNO for in situ surface-water limnological physical, chemical, and
biological measurements for a subset of lakes > 1 ha through time.
The LAGOS-US research platform was designed to be modular, i.e., each data module consists of
data tables of themed variables that were derived using similar methods or data sources. This
modularity facilitates documentation of the entire database and makes the data tables of
manageable size. In addition, our vision is for LAGOS-US to be easily extensible (i.e., to allow
other users to build extension modules that can be easily integrated into the LAGOS-US research
platform).
There are currently four LAGOS-US extension modules in development by members of
our research team that will connect to LAGOS-US LOCUS through common lake identifiers:
RESERVOIR provides a predicted classification of all 137,465 lakes > 4 ha as either a natural
lake or a reservoir using a machine-learning algorithm and aerial imagery; LAKE DEPTH
includes mean and/or maximum depth measurements of over 17,000 lakes > 1 ha that were
manually compiled from a wide range of online sources; NETWORKS uses graph theory to
identify 898 lake networks that include 86,511 lakes > 1ha and provide quantitative surface water
connectivity metrics for those networks and lakes; and LANDSAT provides predicted water
quality measurements for chlorophyll a, Secchi depth, and colored dissolved organic matter for
all lakes > 4 ha using machine-learning models based on atmospherically corrected Landsat
imagery and LIMNO data, in addition to lakewide values of reflectance for each Landsat band
and satellite overpass.
To create LAGOS-US, we used existing datasets from a variety of data sources, such as
national-scale climate, land use/cover, and hydrology data, as well as government, tribal, and
citizen science lake data. In building this research platform, we followed a similar set of three
fundamental principles similar to those that we used to create LAGOS-NE, an earlier version of
vii
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the database system for a subset of US states (Soranno et al. 2015, 2017). First, LAGOS-US is
based on a foundation of open science by which we make our data publicly available when each
module is completed, error-checked, and documented and we provide a permanent identifier and
a versioning system for it to facilitate future reuse of the data. Second, we document and describe
the original data sources, our methods for integrating data, possible errors that may exist in the
data, and we provide code for such methods, when possible. Third, we preserve the provenance of
the original data as much as possible.

I. Database Design for the LAGOS-US Platform
The database design that supports the LAGOS-US research platform was created based on several
important design characteristics. First, because lakes are the fundamental unit of consideration, all
lakes in the spatial extent must be represented and most information is connected to individual
lakes. Second, the design is modular, interoperable (the modules can be used with each other),
and extensible (future database modules can be developed and used in the LAGOS-US research
platform by others). Using these characteristics, we have attempted to design a platform that
allows others to adopt our design for developing new research platforms, or to add to the
LAGOS-US lake platform.
In this section, we describe the LAGOS-US design by describing its entities, data model,
variables, and schema. Entities are the essential objects in the database for which we make
observations. The data model is an abstract representation that describes how the database entities
are related to each other. Variables are the different properties or attributes observed for an entity.
The schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of the database and defines
how the data are organized and linked to each other. The overall LAGOS-US schema organizes
the variables, entities, and data model. LAGOS-US includes six entities that are hierarchically
related and described by the data model. Each module of the LAGOS-US platform is its own
database that was created using a common data model and schema, and sometimes overlapping
entities but with different variables. We describe these elements for LAGOS-US below.

A. Entity definitions
The LAGOS-US platform includes six entities for which different types of observations
(i.e., variables) are made. The entities are hierarchically nested within each other (except for
zones; Figure i). Below are definitions and database module of each entity, in order of the
hierarchy from smallest to largest. Later sections also include more detailed definitions of these
entities.
LOCUS module
Lake: A perennial body of relatively still water > 1 ha in area that is physically represented
as a polygon in the high-resolution National Hydrography Dataset (NHD HR) and defined as
a lake as per Soranno et al. (2015).
Lake watershed: An area of land that drains surficially into a lake either through potential
land surface flow or via connected streams or upstream lakes. Every lake has a unique lake
watershed. However, lakes connected to larger lakes (> 10 ha) have secondary watersheds
associated with them that consist of the watersheds of all upstream lakes (i.e., network
watersheds). Note that all representations and calculations of lake watersheds do not include
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the lake itself, even though we describe lakes as ‘nested’ within watersheds.
GEO module
Zone: A spatial unit or an area of land within a spatial division. Spatial divisions are
regionalizations dividing the landscape into spatially extensive units (zones). All lakes are
located within an individual zone for each of the 11 spatial divisions and these zones may
include multiple lakes. There are 4 additional spatial divisions based on the area of land
surrounding a focal lake: 2 types of watersheds and 2 lake buffers (equidistant area of land
around lake polygons).
LIMNO module
Sample event: An individual point in time and space in which sampling occurred for a
given lake. We define this entity as a unique combination of lake, sample site, sample depth,
and sample date.
Sample depth: The vertical location in a lake at which a sample was taken. There can be
more than one sample depth in a lake, although it is common to have samples taken from the
surface or mixed layer of the water column.
Sample site: Horizontal geographic location within a lake in which in situ observations
were collected. There can be more than one sample site within a lake, although it is common
to have only one sample site.

Figure i. Platform entities.

The platform includes 6 entities (black
text) that are hierarchically arranged
into a data model that spans the 3 core
data modules (LIMNO, LOCUS, and GEO):
sample site, sample depth, sample
event, lake, lake watershed, and zone.
As an example, 1 sample site is shown as
a point (with an associated sample depth
and event), 1 lake is shown in blue, the
lake’s watershed is shown in beige, and 1
zone for a single spatial division is shown
in green. The * indicates that a lake’s
watershed is technically one of the many
‘zones’ included in LAGOS-US, but it is
also different in that lake watershed
boundaries are not constrained to other
zones. See text for further details on
how entities are related to each other.
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B. Data model
The LAGOS-US platform is based on a data model that is best described by characterizing how
entities are related to each other (and linked through common identifiers) spatially across
horizontal and vertical dimensions (Figure i). Horizontally, sample sites (can be multiple per lake)
are physically nested within lakes, which are nested within lake watersheds. However, zones may
or may not be tied to this nested structure. For watershed-based zones, such as Hydrologic Units
(HUs; Seaber et al. 1987), lakes and their watersheds are nested within the zones (although not
always); however, all other zones (e.g., county, ecoregion) are delineated using features other
than hydrologic basin boundaries and so are not hierarchically structured in relation to lakes and
their watersheds. There are generally multiple lakes per zone. Vertically, sample events (i.e., inlake observations) must be tied to a lake, a sample date, a sample site, and a sample depth
(vertical specification; can be multiple per site). There is a third dimension of time that is
captured in two of the LAGOS-US modules (LIMNO and GEO). For example, in LIMNO, each
observation is tied to a sample year, month, and date; in GEO, there are numerous observations
that are tied to a specific year.

C. Data tables and variables
The LAGOS-US platform includes characteristics of LAGOS-US entities that are called variables
(although, they are also sometimes called parameters, features, or attributes). For example, the
LAGOS-US LOCUS module describes each ‘lake’ entity with variables that measure lake shape
and variables that provide information such as the name of a lake. For each LAGOS-US module,
variables are grouped into tables based on similarity of data source, methods used to create the
variable, or general category of variable (e.g., freshwater connectivity). In general, the only
variables that are found in more than one LAGOS-US data module are common lake and zone
identifiers that allow tables to be linked with each other across the LAGOS-US platform.

D. Data schema
Each module in the LAGOS-US platform contains multiple types of metadata and multiple data
tables of the different variables for specific entities (
Figure ii, Figure iii). For metadata, each module contains a source table and data dictionary
table(s); individual observation-level flags for some variables are included within the data tables.
Although each module is a stand-alone database, the different databases are interoperable because
they are based on the same data model and have common identifiers.
Because each module includes different entities, we use unique identifiers of key entities
to connect data across the modules (
Figure ii). For example, five of the six core and extension modules provide information
on lakes (i.e., the main entity of the module is ‘lake’). Thus, these modules are connected to each
other using the unique identifier for lakes (lagoslakeid). Because lakes are always embedded
within a zone for each spatial division, the identifiers of the zone that the lake resides in
(*_zoneid) connect a lake to variables characterizing those zones in the GEO module. Note that a
lake’s watershed is technically one of the ‘zones’ in LAGOS-US, but it is also different in that
lake watershed boundaries are not constrained to zones of other spatial divisions. See below for
further details on the modules.
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Figure ii. The LAGOS-US Platform modules.

The platform includes three core LAGOS-US modules: GEO, LOCUS, and LIMNO. Four existing extension
modules are also shown in grey. The major categories of variables within each module are shown in bold.
Each represents a separate table in the database (except for observation-level flags, which are variables
embedded directly in data tables). See text for the descriptions of each module. An R package, called
‘LAGOSUS’, is also available to facilitate access. LANDSAT image courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey
and images for GEO, LOCUS, LIMNO, and RESERVOIR are from the Integration and Application Network,
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science (https://ian.umces.edu/imagelibrary/).
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Figure iii. The metadata, data tables, and GIS vector data for each of the core LAGOS-US
modules.

All csv tables are horizontally formatted, except for the vertically-formatted monthly climate table within
GEO and the site profile data in LIMNO. The LOCUS geopackage includes lake and watershed polygons as
well as lake points. The GEO geopackage includes lake and watershed polygon layers, a lake points layer,
and polygons for all spatial division zones and the LAGOS-US study area. For GEO, ‘division*’ indicates a
placeholder for each of the 11 defined spatial divisions. Some variables were measured multiple times
either inter or intra annually (e.g., GEO land use; LIMNO clarity or carbon). See text for the descriptions
of each product. An R package, called ‘LAGOSUS’, is also available to facilitate access (Stachelek 2020).
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II. Methods for LAGOS-US
We compiled data from many different sources to create the three LAGOS-US core modules,
including national-scale Geographic Information Systems (GIS) datasets and local and regional in
situ observation datasets of lake sample events. In general, each module consists of themed
information.
The LOCUS module describes the physical characteristics of the lakes, their shorelines,
and their watersheds. These attributes are derived from the shoreline boundary of the lakes
obtained from the most current version of the NHD HR available at the onset of the project.
The GEO module describes the geographical variables that comprise the ecological
context of the lakes and the spatial divisions within which they are embedded. It encompasses a
wide range of data characterizing both the landscape and airshed at multiple spatial divisions. The
source data are national-scale GIS datasets that have been processed to quantify a range of
variables related to lakes and their surroundings.
The LIMNO module describes the in situ water quality characteristics at one or more
sampling sites and one or more sample dates of lakes. It is based on datasets of in situ sampling
events from data partners such as federal and tribal agencies, state agencies, citizen science
programs, non-profit organizations, and individual researchers. The source datasets are
harmonized and integrated into a single database.
We favored reproducible methods through the use of scripts that we make available
wherever possible, rather than through the manual manipulation of data. Scripts are written in
Python, R, or SQL. Each of the original databases of the three core modules is stored in a
PostgreSQL database, all of which are stored on a server at the University of Wisconsin. The
publicly available data are published as text file exports from the PostgreSQL database.

III. Products and Accessing LAGOS-US
The LAGOS-US research platform includes three core data modules, LOCUS, GEO, and
LIMNO. To date, four additional LAGOS-US extension modules are being developed:
RESERVOIR, LAKE DEPTH, NETWORKS, and LANDSAT. Each core and extension module
is treated as an individual data product with its own version number, documentation, and release
date. Each module is published as a versioned release once it has undergone our quality-control
processes and the methods used to create the modules have been documented in data guides.
The data and the documentation for each module will be located in separate data
packages on the Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) repository. Related GIS files, module
creation code, and sometimes an associated ‘Data Paper’ submitted or published in a peerreviewed journal will also be released with some modules. We have developed an R package
called “LAGOSUS” to access the three core modules of the LAGOS-US platform (Stachelek
2021). When using LAGOS-US, please cite the individual modules used, the R package (if used),
and the data paper (if applicable), as each of these products has different contributing authors. We
appreciate the proper attribution of the many contributions from the many individuals that it took
to create the LAGOS-US research platform. Each module’s documentation includes details on
how to cite that module and its associated products.
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Description of LAGOS-US LOCUS
This documentation is written as a guide for potential users of the LAGOS-US LOCUS module
(hereafter, called LOCUS). We have structured the documentation into sections that start as an
overview of the module and become more detailed (e.g., methods) as you move through the
document. The numbered sections and subsections, as well as the table of contents can be used
for navigation. Additional methodological details are found in the associated code that is
published on the EDI repository.
The LOCUS module contains information on 479,950 lakes in the conterminous US > 1
ha in surface area, which we define as the ‘census lake population’ (Figure 1) LOCUS provides
important information regarding the characteristics of lakes including: variables that can be
obtained from GIS data such as location and geometry; variables that can be derived using GIS
processing such as lake watersheds and their geometry and lake connectivity; and commonly used
identifiers from GIS and other data products useful for linking with LAGOS-US. LOCUS is
based on a snapshot of the high-resolution National Hydrography Dataset product available at the
initiation of the project that provided the basis for locating, identifying, and characterizing the
geometry of all lakes in LAGOS- US (§2.1.1).

Figure 1. Map of the lakes in LAGOS-US.

The LOCUS lakes in LAGOS-US include 479,950 lakes >1 ha located in the 48 states and the District of
Columbia (i.e., conterminous U.S.).
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1. Database Design for LAGOS-US LOCUS
1.1. Study Extent
The study extent for LAGOS-US includes the 48 states and the District of Columbia in the
conterminous U.S. Because NHD international data harmonization efforts have provided source
data extending beyond the political boundary, most LOCUS variables including the connectivity
variables are not limited by data availability beyond the U.S. border. We delineated boundaries
that were ecologically relevant rather than using political boundaries; therefore, some lake basins
or lake watersheds cross the border between the U.S. and either Canada or Mexico. In other
LAGOS-US modules, most of the other national datasets we used to generate ecological context
data were limited to the extent of the U.S. border. Therefore, although most border lakes have
hydrologic, geometric, and topographic measures, and some have limnological data, many
measures of ecological context provided in the GEO module are missing. Lakes and zones that
cross borders are identified with observation level flags in the dataset to help users adjust for
missing data due to border proximity.

1.2. Definition of terms relating to entities
1.2.1. Lake
Definition: A 'lake' in LAGOS-US is a perennial body of relatively still water > 1 ha in area. We
include lakes and reservoirs that range from being completely natural to highly modified: lake
basins can be completely natural, modified natural (i.e., a water control structure on a natural
lake), or highly modified, as in a fully impounded stream or river (i.e., a reservoir, impoundment,
or other). However, we explicitly exclude basins that were entirely artificial or built for highintensity human use based on our interpretation of labels assigned by the NHD HR--these
include, but are not limited to, sewage treatment ponds, aquaculture ponds, or retention pond. The
operational minimum lake size in our database is 1 ha. This definition of 'lake' has been
developed for the purpose of the LAGOS-US database and its applications (e.g., to study lakes at
macroscales) and is based on geographic representations of lakes from the high-resolution U.S.
NHD snapshot obtained at the beginning of the project (§2.1.1). Lakes are represented as
polygons for almost all spatial operations leading to derived variables in LAGOS-US. A central
point within the lake polygon is used to assign exclusive membership to one state, county, or
zone.
1.2.2. Lake watershed
Definition: A lake watershed is an area of land that drains surficially into a lake either through
potential land surface flow or via connected streams or upstream lakes. Every lake has a unique
lake watershed. However, lakes connected to larger lakes (> 10 ha) have secondary watersheds
associated with them that consist of the watersheds of all upstream lakes (i.e., network
watersheds). Note that all representations and calculations of lake watersheds do not include the
lake itself, even though we describe lakes as ‘nested’ within watersheds.
To create watersheds for each lake, we use a flow network that represents directional
flow among surface water connections in the freshwater landscape and includes streams,
wetlands, lakes, and human-made water features (e.g., canals, culverts). We also take a
limnological perspective of the landscape, whereby we recognize that lakes serve as sinks,
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trapping nutrients and sediments and affecting the transport of such materials to downstream
streams and lakes. Finally, we recognize that delineating lake watersheds is complicated by the
fact that lakes have different surface connections that influence the extent of their watersheds
(e.g., Some lakes have streams flowing into them (i.e., inlets), some have streams flowing out of
them (i.e., outlets), some have neither, and some have both). Thus, a lake watershed depends on
the topography of the surrounding basinup, the stream surface water connections of a lake, and
upstream lakes.
We base this limnological perspective of lake watersheds on research conducted on major
nutrients and their transport from land to water and to further water bodies downstream. Thus, we
assume that the transport of major nutrients serves as a proxy for other land-water interactions
that play a critical role in delineating watersheds for any water body. There is evidence that
upstream water bodies have impacts on downstream nutrients (e.g., Marcarelli and Wurtsbaugh
2007; Brett and Benjamin 2008; Zhang et al. 2012). For example, Brett and Benjamin (2008)
show that lake sedimentation results in lower lake phosphorus concentrations under steady state
conditions than input phosphorus concentrations. Further, Zhang et al. (2012) showed that
upstream lakes decrease the phosphorus concentrations in downstream lakes. However, we
recognize that lakes vary in their ability to act as a sink, in part due to morphometry, with smaller
lakes having less impact on downstream water bodies. Therefore, we had to choose a threshold of
water body size above which we could reasonably expect an impact on downstream nutrient
transport. LOCUS uses a lake surface area threshold of > 10 ha to indicate that an upstream
drainage is sufficient to result in limnologically important downstream contributions to a focal
lake (i.e., the downstream lake). Thus, when a lake has an upstream-connected lake that is > 10
ha, we do not include the drainage areas of that upstream lake in the focal lake’s watershed. In
this case, we assume that the large upstream lake serves as a depositional basin of the upstreamdraining land; thus, this distant draining land will have minimal impact on the limnology of that
downstream focal lake. Off-network lakes > 10 ha are similarly considered as depositional basins
for this definition, and are treated as sinks that drain local regions excluded from the focal lake’s
watershed for the lake watershed delineation.
There are two general categories of lake watersheds in LOCUS: watersheds (WS) and
network watersheds (NWS). The lake watershed is geographically contained within the network
watershed of the same focal lake.
Watershed (WS)
Each lake has a watershed (WS) that is one of three sub-types defined by the presence of lake
inlets and upstream lakes > 10 ha (Figure 2, Figure 3): local catchment (LC), drainage watershed
(DWS), or inter-drainage-lake watershed (IDWS). None of these sub-types includes the area of
the focal lake. The types are defined as:
1) Local Catchment (LC): The LC is the area of land that directly drains into a lake or a
stream (and does not include the focal lake itself). Every lake and stream segment in
LAGOS-US has a LC calculated for it, which is used to ‘accumulate’ when creating the
other two watershed types. For lakes that do not have any permanent upstream stream
connections, the watershed accumulation process is complete and the LC represents the
lake WS and is equivalent to the topographic watershed.
2) Drainage watershed (DWS): For lakes with upstream connections but no upstream
lakes > 10 ha, we created DWS by accumulating all upstream LCs. Thus, the DWS is
the accumulation of the LCs for all upstream streams and small upstream lakes (< 10
ha).
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3) Inter-drainage-lake watershed (IDWS): For lakes having connections with upstream
lakes > 10 ha, we created the IDWS. These are similar to the DWS in that they include
the area of land that directly drains into a lake and includes the area that drains into
upstream-connected streams and lakes < 10 ha. However, the IDWS accumulation
‘stops’ at the outlet of any perennially connected upstream lakes > 10 ha. Isolated and
terminal lakes > 10 ha are treated as sinks and are excluded from the focal lake IDWS.
Using these definitions, we created a lake watershed data product for all lakes > 1 ha for
LAGOS-US. Note that all representations and calculations of lake watersheds do not include
the lake itself, even though we describe lakes as ‘nested’ within watersheds.
Network Watershed (NWS)
In addition to the three sub-types of lake watershed (WS) defined above, we also delineated a
larger watershed for lakes with an IDWS, e.g. those with an upstream connected lake > 10 ha.
This watershed is called the network watershed (NWS) and is defined as the area of land that
directly drains into a lake combined with the total area that drains into all upstream perenniallyconnected streams and lakes (including those > 10 ha) (Figure 3). Only DrainageLk and
TerminalLk lakes have upstream lakes > 10 ha and, thus, an NWS (§ 3.6.3) that, in some cases, is
quite large. We delineated network watersheds without any internal sinks--that is, all isolated and
terminal lake catchments surrounded entirely by regions draining into the focal lake were merged
into that lake’s network watershed. Note that the WS serves as the NWS for those lakes lacking
upstream lakes > 10 ha that didn’t have an NWS delineated.

Figure 2. A taxonomy of lake watershed
types.

The decision tree indicates three scenarios for
lake watershed (WS) delineation. Watershed
types are local catchment (LC), drainage
watershed (DWS), and inter-drainage-lake
watershed (IDWS).
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Figure 3. Description of watershed definitions based on different stream and lake
connections.

See text for details and Figure 2 for a decision tree explaining the watershed taxonomy. Note, that for
lakes < 10 ha, we include all lakes greater than our operational minimum lake size of 1 ha.

1.2.3. Entity identifiers
Each lake in LOCUS is assigned a unique, non-nullable identifier, lagoslakeid. For most lakes,
lagoslakeid in the LAGOS-NE database platform is the same in LAGOS-US, and an existing
lagoslakeid is never re-assigned to a new lake. However, because the lagoslakeid is based on the
high resolution NHD data product that is frequently updated, there have been some changes to a
few lake lagoslakeids between LAGOS-NE and LAGOS-US due to changes in how lakes are
represented in the NHD. The lake_link table provides a crosswalk between these two datasets for
those cases where they differ, along with the lake identifiers from several other data products
(§2.3.4). Entity identifiers are also assigned to the zones within each spatial division. Thus,
zones have a unique identifier and spatial representation that allows them to be linked to lakes
within them.
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1.3. Overview of data tables and variables
As depicted in Figure iii, the variables in LOCUS are organized into four machine-readable
comma separated value (CSV) data tables, each of which has lagoslakeid as the common
identifier:
1.3.1. lake_information table
Includes information about lake identifiers used in LAGOS-US, information about lake
location (i.e., latitude, longitude, and elevation), and the zone IDs for each spatial
division containing the lake (e.g., state, county, hydrologic unit).
1.3.2. lake_watersheds table
Includes identifiers, location, and geometry for the calculated watersheds (WS) and
network watersheds (NWS).
1.3.3. lake_characteristics table
Includes derived metrics for each lake such as lake geometry (e.g., area, perimeter, shape
metrics), lake connectivity (e.g., lake connectivity class, number of upstream lakes), and
whether the lake is located within an area that was glaciated during the Late Wisconsin
glaciation.
1.3.4. lake_link table
Includes single or multiple identifiers per lake from other commonly used national-scale
data products including: Water Quality Portal (WQP), Geographic Names Information
System (GNIS), NHD MR Plusv2, LAGOS-NE, and the EPA National Lake Assessment
surveys from 2007 and 2012.

1.4. Module data schema
The LOCUS module consists of data and metadata located in: data tables, GIS vector data,
observation level flags, and two metadata tables (Figure 4).
1.4.1. Data tables (data)
Contains the observations of the variables. This module contains more than one data table
that can be linked through the common LOCUS identifier lagoslakeid.
1.4.2. GIS vector data files (data)
GIS vector data are provided for visualizing LAGOS-US variables and for supporting
further spatial analyses. The GIS data include lakes represented as polygons and points,
and watersheds as polygons. A complete polygon dataset is provided for all of the lake
watersheds (WS). The polygon dataset for the network watersheds (NWS) includes a
polygon for each lake in the subset that has the IDWS lake watershed type. Note that the
WS serves as the NWS for those lakes lacking upstream lakes > 10 ha that didn’t have an
NWS delineated. A local catchment polygon dataset for lakes only (not streams or
flowlines) is provided that can be combined with the publicly available NHDPlus HR
Beta “catchment” GIS dataset in order to represent local flow or customize watershed
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accumulations. Each feature is identified with its lagoslakeid or the zone identifier so it
can be linked to associated data tables for data visualization or further analysis.
1.4.3. Observation-level flags (metadata located in data tables)
Flags are defined as notes that convey something about a data observation that may be of
interest to users or that may indicate some degree of caution associated with an
observation.
1.4.4. Source table (metadata)
Includes a detailed description of the data sources used to create the information and
metrics in this module.
1.4.5. Data dictionary (metadata)
Provides a definition for each variable name or ‘column’ of every table in the module,
and includes other useful information such as units.

Figure 4. The LAGOS-US LOCUS schema.

LOCUS includes metadata in the form of a source table and a data dictionary, four data tables
(lake_information, lake_characteristics, lake_watersheds, and lake_link), and a geopackage. The tables
are connected to each other and other LAGOS-US modules via lagoslakeid and zoneid, depicted with red
text. Three of the four tables also include observation-level flags, depicted with blue text. The variables
in black text included in the four data tables are representative examples. The census population of lakes
is N=479,950; however, N for the lake depth, lake link, and NWS tables is smaller.
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2. Data in LAGOS-US LOCUS
The LOCUS module contains information on all lakes in the conterminous U.S. > 1 ha including
the geographic representation of lakes (as polygons with associated variables; and, as a point
layer representing a central point within the lake polygon) and lake watersheds (as polygons with
associated variables). The following datasets were used to create the above entities and their
associated variables in LOCUS.

2.1. Data sources
In the following sections, we include important text directly from the original data sources and
obtained from the provided citation.
2.1.1. National Hydrography Dataset, High Resolution (NHD HR)
The lake entities that provide the basis of LAGOS-US were sourced from the high resolution
NHD, a geospatial vector dataset used to map the nation’s surface water networks and hydrologic
drainage areas. These data are designed to be used in general mapping as well as for analytical
approaches to model large-scale water flow. The NHD data product is continuously updated by
the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) National Geospatial Program and serves as the
most current, comprehensive dataset of hydrology for the conterminous U.S. We used the
NHDWaterbody feature class, which contains regions representing areal hydrographic waterbody
features, as the basis for the LAGOS-US lake polygon dataset. Because the main lake polygon
dataset was an integral feature used throughout the LAGOS-US database development process, it
remains based on our 2017 NHD HR snapshot even though we relied on newer NHDPlus HR
(below) otherwise.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey. 2017a. National Hydrography Dataset (ver. USGS
National Hydrography Dataset Best Resolution (NHD) for Hydrologic Unit (HU) 4 - 2001
(published 20170105)). Accessed January 5, 2017 at URL https://www.usgs.gov/corescience-systems/ngp/national-hydrography/access-national-hydrography-products.
2.1.2. NHDPlus High Resolution, Beta (NHDPlus HR)
For defining the streams and the flow network entities, including those used in the connectivity
analyses and watershed delineations, we used the NHDPlus HR geospatial vector dataset that
maps the nation’s surface water networks and hydrologic drainage areas at 1:24,000 scale or
better. The dataset integrates ⅓ arc-second 3D Elevation Program data (NED) and the nationally
complete Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD). These fine-scale spatial data products extend
across the hydrologic networks of the U.S. through stream reaches and elevation-based catchment
areas that drain into each stream segment.
As of the most recent 2021 snapshot we downloaded for use in LAGOS-US, the
NHDPlus HR is still in its preliminary “Beta” version across most of the conterminous U.S. and
some of Alaska. Corrections and updates to various parts of the data product are underway
through a structured review process. Known and resolved issues with this product are listed on
their website. Some errors listed at the time of our latest snapshot that we determined may impact
LAGOS-US data quality include the following:
1) Subregions 0713 and 0404 have poor network connectivity (disconnections, microgaps).
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2) Subregion 0808 has a highly complicated network--the network was simplified in order
to process the NHDPlus for this subregion.
3) Some NHDWaterbody features were not burned in 01, 02, 06, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16 (error
note dated Nov 28, 2017, ambiguous resolution status). (Mitigated in LAGOS-US; see §
3.62).
4) Excessive sinks of the NHDWaterbody “closed lake” type were erroneously permitted in
Regions 02, 07, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16. (Mitigated in LAGOS-US, see § 3.62).
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey. 2021. National Hydrography Dataset (ver. USGS
NHDPlus High Resolution (HR) Beta for Hydrologic Unit (HU) 4 - 2001 (published
20210121)). Accessed Jan 21, 2021 at URL https://www.usgs.gov/core-sciencesystems/ngp/national-hydrography/access-national-hydrography-products.
2.1.3. National Elevation Dataset (NED)
For calculating lake elevation, we used seamless Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from the NED
3D Elevation Program-- a digital raster dataset of elevation that consists of topographic terrain
data derived from a sampled array of elevations for a number of ground positions across the U.S.
This dataset is derived from USGS 10- and 30-meter Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). The
NED is continuously updated by the USGS’s National Geospatial Program and provides the firstever national baseline of consistent high-resolution elevation data representing both bare earth
and 3D modeled point clouds.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey. 2017b. National Elevation Dataset (ver. USGS 30
Meter Resolution, One-Sixtieth Degree National Elevation Dataset (NED) for CONUS,
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands (published 20170424)).
Accessed April 24, 2017 at URL https://ned.usgs.gov/.
2.1.4. Wisconsin Glaciation (Glaciation)
The extent of the Wisconsin glaciation, terminating approximately 11,000 years ago, was sourced
from Ehlers et al. (2011), who compiled a detailed overview of global Quaternary Period
glaciation extent. These data are packaged with GIS-accessible digital map polygons (shapefiles)
and further attributed information.
Citation: Ehlers, J., et al. 2011. Quaternary glaciations-extent and chronology: a closer
look (Vol. 15). Accessed February 21, 2019 at URL
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9780444534477/digital_maps.php.
2.1.5. TIGER/Line Boundaries
TIGER/Line Shapefile geodatabases were used to extract cartographic boundaries for some
geographic divisions within LOCUS (e.g., lines defining ‘County’, ‘State’, ‘US Boundary’). The
TIGER/Line Geodatabases are spatial extracts (both nation- and state-based) of cartographic
information from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Master Address File/Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing (MAF/TIGER) database.
Citation: U.S. Census Bureau. 2017. TIGER/Line Shapefiles (machine-readable data files).
Accessed May 2, 2017 at URL https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-files/timeseries/geo/tiger-geodatabase-file.html.
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2.1.6. Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD), Hydrologic Unit (HU) boundaries
The WBD from The National Map (TNM) defines the perimeter of drainage areas formed by the
terrain. The WBD represents all national hydrologic units (HU), each of which encompasses the
extent of water drainage across stream networks at various spatial scales. This data product is a
companion dataset to the NHD. HUs are commonly used in large-scale hydrology data
frameworks and applications. They are hierarchically organized in eight levels, each with a
unique 2 to 16-digit code. The LOCUS module uses 4-digit (HU4), 8-digit (HU8), and 12-digit
(HU12) codes to organize geospatial information.
We downloaded a WBD snapshot of HU boundaries corresponding to the 2017 NHD HR
snapshot used to define the lake entities and we provide a copy of the version we used in the GEO
module. In the Great Lakes Region (04) in particular, substantial editing has been incorporated
since the time of our snapshot as part of the international data harmonization completed prior to
the publication of the NHDPlus HR Beta for this region.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Department of Agriculture-NRCS, & U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. 2016. National Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD).
Accessed December 5, 2016 at URL
ftp://rockyftp.cr.usgs.gov/vdelivery/Datasets/Staged/Hydrography/WBD/National/GDB.
2.1.7. Water Quality Portal (WQP)
The WQP is a cooperative data service that provides water quality data that have been collected
by over 400 state, federal, tribal, and local agencies. Included in the WQP are unique site
identifiers and their spatial coordinates for all water quality observations. We provide all site
identifiers that we were able to link to LAGOS-US LOCUS lake polygons in the lake_link table.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, & U.S.
National Water Quality Monitoring Council. 2018. Water Quality Portal (WQP).
Accessed February 14, 2018 at URL https://waterservices.usgs.gov/rest/Site-TestTool.html
2.1.8. Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)
The GNIS database contains the official U.S. names and locations for physical and cultural
features of the nation. We searched for additional lake names in the GNIS database based on the
lake polygons and included them in the lake_link table.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey & U.S. Board on Geographic Names. 2018. Geographic
Names Information System (GNIS). Accessed March 19, 2018 at URL
https://geonames.usgs.gov/docs/stategaz/NationalFile_20180201.zip.
2.1.9. NHDPlus v2.1, Medium Resolution (NHDPlus MR v2.1)
This document uses the term NHDPlus MR v2.1 to clarify the distinction between the highresolution and medium-resolution NHD data products, even though this dataset is commonly
referred to as the NHDPlus v2.1. The NHD Plus MR v2.1 dataset is a suite of application-ready
geospatial data products related to hydrology based on the medium resolution NHD (1:100,000scale). We include the NHDWaterbody COMID identifiers and the reach codes from this data
product for all lakes in the lake_link table.
Citation: U.S. Geological Survey. 2019. National Hydrography Dataset (NHDPlus
Version 2.1 for Hydrologic Unit (HU) 4 - 2001 (published 20191023)). Accessed October
23, 2019 at URL https://www.epa.gov/waterdata/nhdplus-national-data
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2.1.10. National Lake Assessment (NLA2007, NLA2012)
The US EPA’s NLA surveys the nation’s lakes. The surveys assess water quality for a sampled
subset of the conterminous U.S. lakes at two timepoints: 2007 and 2012 (U.S. EPA 2020). We
include the unique lake identifiers for these two surveys in the lake_link table.
Citations:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2010. National Aquatic Resource Surveys:
National Lake Assessment 2007. Accessed May 10, 2020 at URL
https://www.epa.gov/national-aquatic-resource-surveys/data-national-aquaticresource-surveys.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2016. National Aquatic Resource Surveys:
National Lake Assessment 2012. Accessed May 10, 2020 at URL
https://www.epa.gov/national-aquatic-resource-surveys/data-national-aquaticresource-surveys.
2.1.11. LAGOS-NE LIMNO (v1.087.3)
LAGOS-NE contains data for 51,101 lakes and reservoirs >4 ha in 17 lake-rich states in the
northeast US. The database includes data modules for lake location and physical characteristics
for all lakes; ecological context for all lakes; and in situ measurements of lake water quality for a
subset of the lakes. The unique identifier in LAGOS-NE is, like for LAGOS-US, the lagoslakeid;
with only rare exceptions, these are the same for both data platforms. The lake_link table includes
the LAGOS-NE lagoslakeid.
Citations:
Soranno, P.A., Bacon, L.C., Beauchene, M., Bednar, K.E., Bissell, E.G., Boudreau, C.K.,
Boyer, M.G., Bremigan, M.T., Carpenter, S.R., Carr, J.W. Cheruvelil, K.S., and … ,
2017. LAGOS-NE: A multi-scaled geospatial and temporal database of lake
ecological context and water quality for thousands of US lakes. GigaScience,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/gix101
Soranno P.A. & Cheruvelil K.S. 2019. LAGOS-NE-LIMNO v1.087.3: a module for
LAGOS-NE, a multi-scaled geospatial and temporal database of lake ecological
context and water quality for thousands of U.S. Lakes: 1925–2013. Environmental
Data Initiative. http://doi.org/c96q.
Stachelek, J. S. Oliver, and F. Masrour. 2019 LAGOSNE: Interface to the Lake MultiScaled Geospatial and Temporal Database. R package version 2.0.2, https://cran.rproject.org/package=LAGOSNE.
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Table 1. Source data used to generate the LOCUS variables.

This table is an abridged version of the data_sources_locus table available in LAGOS-US, which includes
further information about data providers, citations, resolution, and URLs.

Dataset name

Dataset
abbreviation

Spatial
resolution

Web link

Download
date

National
Hydrography Dataset,
High Resolution

NHD HR

1:24000

https://www.usgs.gov/corescience-systems/ngp/nationalhydrograph

2016-12-16,
2017-01-05

NHDPlus High
Resolution, Beta

NHDPlus HR

1:24000

https://www.usgs.gov/corescience-systems/ngp/nationalhydrography/nhdplus-highresolution

2019-03-06,
2019-05-07

National Elevation
Dataset

NED

10m

http://ned.usgs.gov/

2017-04-24

Wisconsin Glaciation

Glaciation

Unknown

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9780
444534477/digital_maps.php

2019-02-21

TIGER/Line
Boundaries

TIGER/Line
Boundaries

0.000458
decimal
degrees

https://www.census.gov/geographi
es/mapping-files/timeseries/geo/tiger-geodatabasefile.html

2017-05-02

Watershed Boundary
Dataset, Hydrologic
Unit (HU) boundaries

WBD

1:24000

ftp://rockyftp.cr.usgs.gov/vdeliver
y/Datasets/Staged/Hydrography/W
BD/National/GDB/

2016-12-15

Water Quality Portal

WQP

Unknown

https://waterservices.usgs.gov/rest/
Site-Test-Tool.html

2014-02-18

Geographic Names
Information System

GNIS

Unknown

https://geonames.usgs.gov/docs/sta
tegaz/NationalFile.zip

2018-03-19

NHDPlus v2.1,
Medium Resolution

NHDPlus MR
v2.1

1:100000

https://www.epa.gov/waterdata/nh
dplus-national-data

2018-03-19

National Lakes
Assessment 2007

NLA 2007

1:100000

https://www.epa.gov/nationalaquatic-resource-surveys/datanational-aquatic-resource-surveys

2020-05-10

National Lakes
Assessment 2012

NLA 2012

1:100000

https://www.epa.gov/nationalaquatic-resource-surveys/datanational-aquatic-resource-surveys

2020-05-10

LAGOS-NE
(LIMNO) v1.087.3

LAGOS-NE

Unknown

https://doi.org/10.6073/pasta/08c6f
9311929f4874b01bcc64eb3b2d7

2020-05-10
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2.2. Metadata tables and variables
This section provides a description of variables in the two metadata tables contained in LOCUS.
2.2.1. data_dictionary_locus
The data_dictionary_locus table can be used for the following purposes:
1) Learn more information about the definition, units, and missingness of each variable.
(table_name, variable_name, variable_description, units, missing_values)
2) Map a LAGOS-US variable to its LAGOS-NE equivalent. (in_lagosne,
lagosne_variable_name, lagosne_table_name)
3) Understand the data provenance of a variable by identifying the code and data sources
used to create it. (variable_source_code1, variable_source_code2, methods_tool)
4) Explore variables by variable taxonomy groupings, or automate data analysis for all
variables in a grouping. (taxonomy_*, variable_name_group)
5) Specify the import of data into a new database or software program. (data_type,
precision, domain, column_index)
2.2.2. source_table_locus
After joining data_dictionary_locus to source_table_locus on the variable_source_code1 and/or
variable_source_code2 values, some additional uses are possible:
1) Learn more information about the name and description of an input data source.
(source_name, source_description, source_provider)
2) Cite the input data sources for a variable. (source_citation)
3) Locate data sources used to create LAGOS-US for further analysis, e.g. extending
LAGOS-US. (source_url)
4) Answer questions about the purpose, contents, spatial resolution or timepoint of a source
dataset. (source_metadata_url, source_spatial_resolution, source_access_date).
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2.3. Data tables and variables
This section provides a description of variables in the four data tables contained in LOCUS. Each
table contains the key variable lagoslakeid, the unique lake identifier assigned by LAGOS-US
that serves as the link across tables and modules in LAGOS-US. Variables in these data tables are
characterized by four types: key, information, flags, or derived. Key variables consist of
identifiers that are unique values for a given lake or zone. Information variables provide nonunique, but commonly used attributes of a zone such as name; these variables were not created by
LAGOS-US but were provided by source datasets. Observation-level flag variables indicate
something about the data quality of the observation that may be of interest to users or indicate
some degree of caution to be associated with the observation (§2.6). Finally, derived variables are
quantitative or qualitative attributes of a lake or zone that were generated by LAGOS-US through
geoprocessing or through applying a mathematical formula.
2.3.1. lake_information table
Definition: A table that contains information on each LAGOS-US lake including lake-specific
identifiers, zone identifiers for each spatial division containing the focal lake, and
coordinate location. Observation-level flags provide additional information of value
to users about focal lakes.
Lake-specific identifiers include a series of NHD identifiers and codes assigned to the lake: NHD
identifier (Permanent_Identifier), stream reach code, feature code, and feature type (see US
Geological Survey (2019) for more details). The LAGOS-US lake name comes from the official
name from the U.S. Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) that is maintained by the
U.S. Board on Geographic Names (BGN) Domestic Names Committee. We also compiled lake
names from other sources, where available and shared them as an alternate name variable.
Location variables include the latitude and longitude of the lake center (we used central “label
points” rather than centroids to guarantee the point falls inside the lake) as well as the lake
elevation in meters above sea level.
State, county, and hydrologic unit (HU) identifiers are provided to assist in the
assignment of lakes to these geographic regions. LAGOS-US spatial division zone identifiers in
this table connect lakes to the spatial division that contains their centers, or in the case of buffers
and watersheds, are directly associated with the lake by design. They are included for the 15
spatial divisions that either: surround the lake shore (two buffer distances); contribute water to the
lake (two watershed types); or reflect the location of the lake center within USGS nested
hydrologic units (HU12, HU8 and HU4), political entities (county and state), or each of six
widely used regionalization frameworks (e.g., ecoregions).
Observation-level flags in this table indicate whether a lake polygon is multipart,
intersects the land border with either Canada or Mexico or the coast; has a shape that we
determined to be very angular or elongate through manual review; and/or lacks a watershed
(WS). Each of these flags, described more thoroughly below (§ 2.6.1), provides useful cautions
for general data users. For example, while feature data layers are often restricted to the
conterminous U.S. border, lakes and their watersheds/buffers are not. Therefore, where lakes
intersect a national border, there may be incomplete data or, in extreme cases, lake polygons that
are truncated at the border.
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2.3.2. lake_characteristics table
Definition: Table of variables describing lake basin geometry, freshwater connectivity status, and
glaciation history for each LAGOS-US lake.
Geometry variables are defined as those that can be measured as lines, points, and surfaces (i.e.,
area and perimeter). Because many lakes have islands, we include multiple area and perimeter
metrics that are calculated with and without islands. In order to calculate other important lake
geometry metrics, we created the two minimum bounding shapes that fully contain the lake basin:
a rectangle-by-area and a convex hull. These geometry variables were then used to calculate
additional lake basin shape metrics, such as shoreline development factor (a measure of
reticulation) and an index of angularity (e.g., how similar the lake shape is to a rectangle).
Observation-level flags for lake geometry are in the lake information table.
Connectivity variables reflect freshwater connections between each lake and any
inflowing streams and upstream lakes > 10 ha in surface area based on lake and stream
connections in the NHDPlus HR Beta (§ 3.5.2). Connectivity class reflects the strength of each
lake’s surface connectivity with other lakes and with streams. The six connectivity classes are
distinguished by three features: the presence of inflows, presence of outflows and connections to
upstream lakes > 10 ha in area. ‘Isolated’ lakes lack both inflows and outflows; ‘Headwater’
lakes have an outflow but no inflow; ‘Drainage’ lakes have both inflow(s) and outflow(s) and
lack upstream connected lake > 10 ha in area; ‘DrainageLk’ lakes have inflow(s) and outflow(s)
and have upstream connected lake(s) > 10 ha; ‘Terminal’ lakes have inflows but no outflows and
lack upstream connected lake > 10 ha in area; and ‘TerminalLk’ lakes have inflow(s) but no
outflow(s) and do have upstream connected lake(s) > 10 ha. Because the stream network labeled
each stream segment as permanent or intermittent, we calculated two variables for connectivity
class: (1) using all available stream connections in the network and (2) using those defined only
by permanent flow. To highlight lakes with connectivity class types that differ depending on flow
permanence, we created a variable that indicates whether a connectivity class for a given lake
fluctuates with flow permanence. A second set of freshwater connectivity metrics was quantified
as the number and total area of connected upstream lakes > 1, 4, and 10 ha. There are no
observation-level flags for freshwater connectivity.
Finally, we include a variable that indicates whether or not any part of the focal lake was
glaciated during the Late Wisconsin glaciation period. There are no observation-level flags for
glaciation status.
2.3.3. lake_watersheds table
Definition: Table of variables describing identifiers for lake watersheds (WS) and network
watersheds (NWS), as well as geometry metrics for these watersheds for LAGOS-US
lakes. Observation-level flags provide additional information of value to users about
these watersheds.
Watershed-specific identifier variables for lake watersheds (WS) and network watersheds (NWS)
include the key identification variables unique to LAGOS-US: ws_zoneid and nws_zoneid (each
equivalent to the lagoslakeid of the respective focal lake) and a list of states intersecting the
watershed. For the WS, there is a variable indicating the watershed sub-type classification (§
1.2.2). The NWS watershed was delineated only for DrainageLk and TerminalLk lakes with
upstream lakes > 10 ha; for the remaining lakes in LAGOS, the WS values represent both the
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NWS and the WS. Consequently, where NWS values are not provided, users can append the WS
values to the NWS files to generate a NWS dataset representing all LAGOS lakes.
Watershed geometry metrics (for both WS and NWS) include the area and perimeter of
their respective polygons as well as length, width, and orientation of the minimum bounding
convex hull (described above for lake geometry). Mean width was calculated as surface area
divided by convex hull length. Watershed areas do not include the focal lake water area and we
provide the water-only area of the focal lake (no islands) as a variable in this table for user
convenience. The percentage of the WS and NWS within the boundary of the USA is provided.
Observation-level flags included in this table are as follows. Because only lakes with an
upstream lake > 10 ha have an NWS, we provide a flag that indicates whether the NWS is
equivalent to the WS, which is the case for Isolated, Headwater, Terminal and Drainage lakes.
For both WS and NWS, there are corresponding flags that identify: (1) whether the watershed
polygon is adjacent to or intersects a national border or a coastline; (2) whether the WS or NWS
polygon is multipart; or (3) whether there is an inlet to the WS or NWS that connects it to a
neighboring HU4 (watersheds are constrained by HU4 boundaries). For WS only, an additional
flag identifies watershed polygons considered to be ‘slivers’, which indicates possible processing
issues with those watershed delineations.
2.3.4. lake_link table
Definition: Table that links LAGOS-US lake identifiers to identifiers from other lake-focused
datasets in order to facilitate combining lake-related data among multiple data
products.
The lake_link table connects LAGOS-US to other commonly used and valuable lake datasets via
their common identifiers (i.e., a crosswalk table). We linked identifiers from the WQP (STORET
& NWIS), NHDPlus v2.1 (MR), LAGOS-NE, NLA 2007, NLA 2012, and incorporated
additional names from GNIS using a combination of attribute and spatial relationships (Figure 7).
The table can be searched to find identifiers and the location(s) of a particular lake, or it can be
used in data-join operations to convert identifiers en masse. Filtering/search columns are provided
for convenience of use and include basic location-specific lake information (e.g., lake name, 2letter state postal abbreviation, and county name). This table is the collective result of automated
and manual processes we implemented to link LAGOS-US lake identifiers and lake entity
representations (i.e., NHDWaterbody polygons) to other lake-related datasets. For all lakes in
LAGOS-US, we included all of the links that we were able to connect with confidence. For each
lake we provide name and geographic context to help with locating lakes of interest to the user.
LAGOS-US lake identifiers include the lagoslakeid as well as identifiers from the 2016
NHDWaterbody HR snapshot that was used to build LAGOS-US. Some basic NHD information
related to the delineation of each lake entity is included, such as location, polygon area, and
editing date. The original site identifiers for water quality sampling sites in LAGOS-US are
included (referred to as ‘legacy identifiers’), along with their original labeling information.
There are two main spatial representations used for lake locations: (1) polygons that are
used in the various NHD products and (2) points that are used in other national datasets. In
addition to these spatial representations, there are various identifiers found among other datasets
of lakes in the U.S.: state agency IDs, Water Quality Portal MonitoringLocationIdentifier (from
systems such as STORET and NWIS), NHDPlusV2 COMID, NHD ReachCode, NHD HR
Permanent_Identifier, GNIS_ID, NHDPlus v2.1 medium resolution identifiers (used in products
such as LakeCat), and NLA identifiers. LAGOS-NE identifiers are also included to resolve some
identity changes that occurred in the NHD HR during the several years between the LAGOS-NE
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data product release and that of LAGOS-US. For most datasets, we also included a count for how
many identifiers map onto another identifier (cardinality), in order to highlight which lakes have
evolving representations over time or conflicting representations between/among data products.
There are no observation-level flags in the lake_link table.

Figure 5. Entity-relationship diagram depicting linkages among data sources.

The diagram shows the attributes and spatial relationships that we used to form linkages between the
input data sources during the creation of the lake_link table. The lake_link table is published in a flat
format that incorporates these linkages.
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2.4. Variable naming conventions
We created a naming convention for variables in LOCUS with the goals of providing consistency
across tables and enough information for users to understand the meaning of variable names.
Variables in three of the four data tables in LOCUS (lake_information, lake_characteristics, and
lake_watersheds) follow the same naming conventions. The lake_link table contains variables
from external data sources, and variable names are more reflective of the source names rather
than adhering to the naming conventions based on spatial division used in the other tables.
2.4.1. Naming conventions for lake_information, lake_characteristics, and
lake_watersheds tables
Variable names in these tables are constructed following a set of rules to provide a consistent
naming convention. Below, we describe those rules and then provide an overview table of the
LOCUS variable names arranged by data table (Figure 6).
a. Variable names are all lowercase.
b. Parts of names are separated by an underscore (‘_’).
c. Except for lagoslakeid and some identifiers in the lake_link data table, lake names
consist of a minimum of two parts: spatial division and feature. Depending on the
variable, feature subgroup (defined below) or units may not be included in the name.
d. Names consist of a maximum of four parts in the same order of i-iv below. This
document will use the ‘*’ symbol as a wildcard to denote multiple variable prefixes
and suffixes.
i.
The name prefix indicates the spatial division and is, with few exceptions (i.e.,
lagoslakeid and identifiers in the lake_link table), always present. The most
common prefixes in the LOCUS module are lake-centric and consist of lake (for
LAGOS-US lake), ws (for lake watersheds), and nws (for network watersheds).
Whilst all tables include lagoslakeid as the key variable, the lake information
table provides LAGOS-US assigned spatial division identifiers for the zones that
contain the focal lake. This allows users to connect an individual lake to data
quantified at other spatial divisions (Table 2) in the LAGOS-US GEO module.
The spatial divisions represented in LAGOS-US include the following:
● Lake (lake)
● Lake watershed (ws) and network watershed (nws)
● Lake shoreline buffers that extend 100m (buff100) and 500m (buff500)
from the shoreline
● Political entities of state (state) and county (county)
● Nested hydrologic unit divisions of hu12, hu8, and hu4
● Ecological regionalizations: bailey, epanutr, mlra, neon, omernik3, and
wwf.
ii. The feature part of the name is always present and describes the variable quantified
either in total or as the grouping name for a set of variables described further in
the feature subgroup part of the name.
iii. Feature subgroups are included in the variable name when multiple aspects of the
feature are being summarized. For example, subgroups of a lake’s
mbgconvexhull include both length and width.
iv. Units are included in variable names where present and abbreviations are
standardized across LAGOS-US. Where a variable is dimensionless, as in a ratio,
the units part of the name is excluded.
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Table 2. Ecological regionalizations used as spatial divisions in LOCUS.
Prefix

Ecological regionalization source

bailey

Bailey’s ecoregion sections (Bailey, Robert G. 2016. Bailey's ecoregions and
subregions of the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Fort Collins,
CO: Forest Service Research Data Archive. https://doi.org/10.2737/RDS-2016-0003)

epanutr

EPA nutrient regions aggregated Level III Omernik (USEPA. 2017. National lakes
assessment 2012: Technical Report. EPA 841-R-16-114. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C., USA)

mlra

Major Land Resource Areas (USDA. 2006. Land resource regions and major land
resource areas of the United States, the Caribbean, and Pacific Basin. Handbook 296
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_018672.pdf)

neon

National Ecological Observatory Network domains (Keller, M., Schimel, D.S.,
Hargrove, W.W. and Hoffman, F.M. (2008), A continental strategy for the National
Ecological Observatory Network. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment, 6: 282284. doi:10.1890/1540-9295(2008)6[282:ACSFTN]2.0.CO;2)
Data: https://www.neonscience.org/data/about-data/spatial-data-maps)

omernik3

Level III of Omernik’s ecoregions (Omernik, J. M. 1987. Ecoregions of the
conterminous United States. Annals of the Association of American Geographers
77:118–125)

wwf

World Wildlife Fund freshwater ecoregions (Abell, R., et al. 2008. Freshwater
ecoregions of the world: A new map of biogeographic units for freshwater biodiversity
conservation. Bioscience 58:403–414.)

2.4.2. Naming conventions for the lake_link table
Similar to the other LOCUS data tables, the variable naming conventions for the lake_link table
are constructed following a set of rules that provide a consistent naming convention:
a. Names have four main parts.
i.
The variable name prefix, where present, indicates the spatial division relevant
to the variable. Unlike the other LOCUS tables, only a subset of variables in
this table have a spatial division prefix (i.e. lake).
ii.
Main feature defining the variable. For variable names lacking a spatial
division lake, the main feature is commonly the abbreviation for the external
source included in the data linking effort (Table 3).
iii.
Feature subgroup in cases with multiple components of a feature quantified.
iv.
Units abbreviations standardized across all LAGOS-US names.
b. Many lake_link table variables lack a spatial division; where lacking, the lake spatial
division is inferred as such variables are often identifiers from other sources relevant
to the focal lake being described. In the lake_link table, variable names always have a
main feature group, and may or may not include a spatial division, subgroup, or units.
c. All name parts, including any feature subgroup, are separated by an underscore (‘_’).
d. Names are all lowercase.
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Table 3. Abbreviations of features used in variable names lacking spatial divisions in the
lake_link table.
Prefix

Definition

gnis

Geographic Names Information Service

lagosne

LAGOS Northeast

lagosus

LAGOS US

nla2007

EPA National Lake Assessment 2007

nla2012

EPA National Lake Assessment 2012

nhdhr

National Hydrography Dataset, high resolution

nhdplusv2

National Hydrography Dataset Plus, version 2

wqp

Water Quality Portal
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Figure 6. Naming conventions applied to variables in LOCUS data tables.

A full variable name is created as the concatenation of: ‘spatialdivision_feature_subgroup_units’. As
shown from the figure, names do not always include all four parts. Where a feature has multiple spatial
divisions (e.g., zoneid) or units (e.g., lake_lakes1ha_upstream_*), variable names are created from each
possible combination. For example, there are 15 variables formed from *_zoneid by substituting each
spatial division. For spatial divisions, checked cells are populated, and ‘[]’ in an empty cell is populated
but there is no prefix. Color coding of name components reflects taxonomy types, which were assigned to
reflect the role of the variable in LOCUS (key in purple, information in gray, and flags in pink) or the
process we used to quantify a feature (e.g., derived in red).
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2.5. Data dictionary
This section lists every LOCUS variable, arranged by table. Selected metadata attributes are
provided for each variable in order to provide familiarity with the variables at a glance. For more
complete descriptions, consult the built-in metadata tables data_dictionary_locus and
source_table_locus.
Translating names between LAGOS-NE and LAGOS-US:
Variable names have been updated from those used in the LAGOS-NE. Three variables are
provided in data_dictionary_locus to assist with identifying equivalent variables between
LAGOS-NE and LAGOS-US. The variable in_lagosne indicates whether the latest variable maps
to any found in LAGOS-NE and is included here to help guide the user. To locate the equivalent
variable in LAGOS-NE, consult the variables lagosne_table_name and lagosne_variable_name to
identify the previously-used table and column, respectively.
Table 4. Select columns from the LOCUS source_table_locus table data dictionary.
These variables are unitless.

variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

source_code

a short codename used for the source
dataset in LAGOS-US variables or
metadata

metadata

N

N

source_name

the name of the source dataset

metadata

N

N

source_shortname

the abbreviated name used to refer to
the source dataset in LAGOS-US
documentation

metadata

N

N

source_description

a brief description of the source dataset

metadata

N

N

source_provider

the provider of the source dataset
(government agency, publication
citation, etc.)

metadata

N

N

source_citation

the citation for the source dataset,
including the download link used to
acquire the dataset at the time of
LAGOS-US creation

metadata

Y

N

source_url

The principal website associated with
the source dataset. This may not be the
same as the download URL included in
the citation.

metadata

Y

N

source_metadata_url

a website URL where metadata and data
use guidance for the source dataset can
be found

metadata

Y

N

source_spatial_resolution

the spatial resolution of the source
dataset, if applicable

metadata

N

N

source_time_period

the time period captured by the source
dataset, if applicable

metadata

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

source_access_date

the date(s) the source dataset was
acquired for use in creating LAGOS-US

metadata

N

N

source_data_type

the data value type contained in the
source dataset, if applicable

metadata

N

N

Table 5. Select columns from the LOCUS data_dictionary_locus table data dictionary.

This table depicts the structure of the data within the data dictionary. These variables are unitless.

variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

table_name

the LAGOS-US table name

metadata

N

N

variable_name

the LAGOS-US variable name (column
name)

metadata

N

N

variable_description

the variable description/definition

metadata

N

N

variable_name_group

The variable name group across spatial
divisions. This value is prefixed with
the division name to generate the full
variable name.

metadata

N

N

taxonomy_type

the LAGOS-US LOCUS/GEO variable
taxonomy type defined for the variable

metadata

N

N

taxonomy_division

the spatial division prefix for the
variable

metadata

N

N

taxonomy_main_feature

the "main feature" category for the
variable name according to the
LAGOS-US LOCUS/GEO variable
taxonomy

metadata

N

N

taxonomy_subgroup

the "subgroup" category for the variable
name according to the LAGOS-US
LOCUS/GEO variable taxonomy

metadata

Y

N

taxonomy_units

the units suffix for the variable name

metadata

Y

N

units

the full description of the units used for
the variable

metadata

Y

N

missing_values

indicates whether the variable has
missing values

metadata

N

N

in_lagosne

Indicates whether an equivalent variable
was included in LAGOS-NE. Variables
were re-named and re-organized in
between the LAGOS-NE and LAGOSUS versions.

metadata

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lagosne_table_name

The table name where the equivalent
variable was located in LAGOS-NE, if
applicable. Variables were re-named
and re-organized in between the
LAGOS-NE and LAGOS-US versions.

metadata

Y

N

lagosne_variable_name

The variable name used for the
equivalent variable in LAGOS-NE.
Variables were re-named and reorganized in between the LAGOS-NE
and LAGOS-US versions.

metadata

Y

N

variable_source_code1

the source_code used in source_table of
the first or only source dataset used to
derive this variable for LAGOS-US

metadata

Y

N

variable_source_code2

the source_code used in source_table of
the second source dataset used to derive
this variable for LAGOS-US

metadata

Y

N

methods_tool

The script function used to generate the
variable. Functions may be found in
ArcGIS (arcpy), LAGOS GIS Toolbox,
or other LAGOS code. "Hand" indicates
manual/non-reproducible creation and
"copy" indicates values were copied
from source data unaltered.

metadata

Y

N

source_value_code

The original source dataset value that
was re-coded to name this variable in
LAGOS-US. For example, the land
cover category named "openwater11" in
LAGOS-US was assigned the pixel
value 11 in the source dataset (NLCD).

metadata

Y

N

data_type

the type of data (R datatype) stored in
the variable

metadata

N

N

precision

the number of decimal places provided
for numeric variables (0 for integers), or
the maximum number of characters for
character (text/categorical) variables

metadata

N

N

domain

the permissible values of the variable,
separated by semi-colons

metadata

Y

N

column_index

the column index (position) of the
variable in its associated table

metadata

N

N
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Table 6. Select columns from the LOCUS lake_information table data dictionary.
These variables are unitless, except where indicated in the name and description.

variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lagoslakeid

unique lake identifier developed by
LAGOS-US

key

N

Y

lake_nhdid

the unique Permanent_Identifier from
the NHD for each LAGOS lake

key

N

Y

lake_nhdfcode

NHD five-digit integer code with
feature code plus additional
characteristics or values

information

N

Y

lake_nhdftype

NHD three-digit integer code providing
a unique identifier of feature type for
the waterbody

information

N

Y

lake_reachcode

reach code assigned to the water feature
by the NHD

key

Y

N

lake_namegnis

lake name from the GNIS database

information

Y

Y

lake_namelagos

lake name from a combination of data
sources; examples are GNIS, WQP, etc.

information

Y

Y

lake_onlandborder

flag indicating lake polygon is adjacent
to or crosses the border with Canada or
Mexico

flag

N

N

lake_ismultipart

flag indicating that the focal lake
polygon is multipart

flag

N

N

lake_missingws

flag indicating that the WS for the lake
was not delineated

flag

N

N

lake_shapeflag

flag indicating lake polygon shape is
angular, either triangular or rectangular,
or is elongate and very thin relative to
length; respectively may indicate the
lake is less likely to be natural in origin
or is more riverine

flag

N

N

lake_lat_decdeg

latitude of central point inside the NHD
lake polygon in decimal degrees;
NAD83 projection

derived

N

Y

lake_lon_decdeg

longitude of central point inside the
NHD lake polygon in decimal degrees;
NAD83 projection

derived

N

Y

lake_elevation_m

the elevation of the lake polygon central
point, in meters; referenced to the North
American Vertical Datum of 1988 or
NAVD88 and obtained from the
National Elevation Dataset

derived

N

Y

lake_centroidstate

two-letter postal abbreviation of the
state containing the lake central point

information

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lake_states

two-letter postal abbreviations of all
states intersecting the focal lake
polygon

information

N

N

lake_county

name of county containing the focal
lake polygon central point

information

N

N

lake_countyfips

Federal Information Processing
Standard, FIPS, code for the county
containing the focal lake polygon
central point

information

N

N

lake_huc12

the NHD code for the HUC12
containing the lake central point

information

N

N

buff100_zoneid

unique 100 m buffer identifier assigned
by LAGOS-US; identifier is equivalent
to the focal lake lagoslakeid

key

N

N

buff500_zoneid

unique 500 m buffer identifier assigned
by LAGOS-US; identifier is equivalent
to the focal lake lagoslakeid

key

N

N

ws_zoneid

unique WS watershed identifier
assigned by LAGOS-US; identifier is
equivalent to the focal lake lagoslakeid

key

Y

Y

nws_zoneid

unique NWS watershed identifier
assigned by LAGOS-US; identifier is
equivalent to the focal lake lagoslakeid

key

Y

N

hu12_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
HU12

key

N

Y

hu8_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
HU8

key

N

Y

hu4_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
HU4

key

N

Y

county_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
county

key

N

Y

state_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division state

key

N

Y

epanutr_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division EPA
Nutrient Ecoregions

key

N

N

omernik3_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
Omernik Level III Ecoregions

key

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

wwf_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
World Wildlife Fund ecoregions

key

N

N

mlra_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
Major Land Areas

key

N

N

bailey_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
Bailey’s Ecoregions

key

N

N

neon_zoneid

unique identifier assigned by LAGOSUS for zones in the spatial division
National Ecological Observation
Network

key

N

N

Table 7. Select columns from the LOCUS lake_characteristics table data dictionary.
variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lagoslakeid

unique lake identifier developed
by LAGOS-US

key

N

Y

lake_waterarea_ha

surface area of lake waterbody
polygon from NHD comprised
of open water; islands are
excluded

derived

N

Y

hectare

lake_totalarea_ha

total area of the lake waterbody
polygon from the NHD; includes
combined area of open water and
any islands within the outer
boundary

derived

N

N

hectare

lake_islandarea_ha

surface area of any islands
contained within the outer
boundary of the lake waterbody
polygon from NHD

derived

N

N

hectare

lake_perimeter_m

perimeter of outer boundary of
lake waterbody polygon from
the NHD; excludes perimeter of
any islands

derived

N

Y

meter

lake_islandperimeter_m

perimeter of islands contained
within the outer boundary of the
lake waterbody polygon from
the NHD

derived

N

N

meter

lake_shorelinedevfactor

shoreline development factor;
calculated as lake_perimeter_m
divided by the product of 2 times

derived

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

units

the square root of pi times
lake_waterarea_ha
lake_mbgconhull_length_m

the maximum possible distance
between any two vertices of the
minimum bounding geometry
convex hull that encloses the
lake polygon

derived

N

N

meter

lake_mbgconhull_width_m

the maximum width of the lake
convex hull polygon along an
axis perpendicular to the axis
defined by the convex hull
length

derived

N

N

meter

lake_mbgconhull_orientation
_deg

orientation of the line defining
the convex hull length;
calculated as decimal degrees
clockwise from north

derived

N

N

degree

lake_mbgrect_length_m

length of the minimum bounding
geometry rectangle by area
enclosing the lake polygon

derived

N

N

meter

lake_mbgrect_width_m

width of the minimum bounding
geometry rectangle by area
enclosing the lake polygon

derived

N

N

meter

lake_mbgrect_arearatio

ratio between lake_waterarea_ha
converted to meters squared and
the product of
lake_mbgrect_length_m and
lake_mbgrect_width_m; values
near 1 indicate rectangular lake
shape

derived

N

N

lake_meanwidth_m

mean width of the lake;
calculated as lake_waterarea_ha
converted to meters squared
divided by
lake_mbgconhull_length_m

derived

N

N

lake_connectivity_class

maximum hydrologic
connectivity class of the focal
lake determined from the NHD
network considering both
permanent and intermittentephemeral flow

derived

Y

Y

lake_connectivity_fluctuates

indicates whether the lake
connectivity classification
depends on non-permanent flow

derived

Y

N

lake_connectivity_permanent

hydrologic connectivity class of
the focal lake determined from
the NHD network considering
only permanent flow

derived

Y

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

units

lake_lakes1ha_upstream_ha

total area of lakes greater than or
equal to 1 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

N

hectare

lake_lakes4ha_upstream_ha

total area of lakes greater than or
equal to 4 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

Y

hectare

lake_lakes10ha_upstream_ha

total area of lakes greater than or
equal to 10 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

Y

hectare

lake_lakes1ha_upstream_n

count of lakes greater than or
equal to 1 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

Y

count

lake_lakes4ha_upstream_n

count of lakes greater than or
equal to 4 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

Y

count

lake_lakes10ha_upstream_n

count of lakes greater than or
equal to 10 ha upstream of the
focal lake, connected via surface
streams

derived

Y

Y

count

lake_glaciatedlatewisc

glaciation status during the Late
Wisconsin glaciation; Glaciated
status is assigned if any part of
the lake polygon is inside the
glacial extent

derived

N

Y

Table 8. Select columns from the LOCUS lake_watersheds table data dictionary.
variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lagoslakeid

unique lake identifier developed
by LAGOS-US

key

N

Y

ws_zoneid

unique WS watershed identifier
assigned by LAGOS-US;
identifier is equivalent to the
focal lake lagoslakeid

key

N

Y

nws_zoneid

unique NWS watershed identifier
assigned by LAGOS-US;
identifier is equivalent to the
focal lake lagoslakeid

key

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

ws_subtype

watershed subtype class for the
watershed; LC equals local
catchment, DWS equals
drainage-watershed, IDWS
equals inter-drainage-lake
watershed

information

N

N

ws_equalsnws

flag indicating that the WS is
equivalent to the NWS

flag

N

N

ws_onlandborder

flag indicating zone is adjacent to
or crosses the border with
Canada or Mexico

flag

N

N

ws_oncoast

flag indicating the zone is
adjacent to an ocean or Great
Lakes coast

flag

N

N

ws_inusa_pct

percent of the zone polygon that
is within the US border

derived

N

Y

ws_includeshu4inlet

flag indicating the WS extends
beyond the focal HU4 and is
connected via an inlet to an
adjoining HU4

flag

N

N

ws_ismultipart

flag indicating that the focal zone
polygon is multipart

flag

N

N

ws_sliverflag

flag indicating extreme cases
where the watershed is comprised
of slivers due to flat or
constrained terrain that may not
accurately reflect surface
drainage

flag

N

N

nws_onlandborder

flag indicating zone is adjacent to
or crosses the border with
Canada or Mexico

flag

N

N

nws_oncoast

flag indicating the zone is
adjacent to an ocean or Great
Lakes coast

flat

N

N

nws_inusa_pct

percent of the zone polygon that
is within the US border

flag

N

N

nws_includeshu4inlet

flag indicating the NWS extends
beyond the focal HU4 and is
connected via an inlet to an
adjoining HU4

flag

N

N

nws_ismultipart

flag indicating that the focal zone
polygon is multipart

flag

N

N

ws_states

two-letter postal abbreviations of
all states intersecting the zone
polygon

information

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

units

ws_focallakewaterarea_ha

surface area of focal lake for
which the WS is calculated

derived

N

Y

hectare

ws_area_ha

area of zone polygon

derived

N

Y

hectare

ws_perimeter_m

perimeter of zone polygon
including perimeter of any
internal holes

derived

N

Y

meter

ws_lake_arearatio

ratio between WS area and lake
water area

derived

N

N

ws_mbgconhull_length_m

the maximum possible distance
between any two vertices of the
minimum bounding geometry
convex hull that encloses the WS
polygon

derived

N

N

meter

ws_mbgconhull_width_m

the maximum width of the WS
convex hull polygon along an
axis perpendicular to the axis
defined by the convex hull length

derived

N

N

meter

ws_mbgconhull_orientation
_deg

orientation of the line defining
the convex hull length; calculated
as decimal degrees clockwise
from north

derived

N

N

degree

ws_meanwidth_m

mean width of the WS polygon;
calculated as ws_area_ha
converted to hectares and divided
by ws_mbgconhull_length_m

derived

N

N

meter

ws_lat_decdeg

latitude of the lake central point
in decimal degrees; NAD83
projection

derived

N

Y

decimal
degree

ws_lon_decdeg

longitude of the lake central point
in decimal degrees; NAD83
projection

derived

N

Y

decimal
degree

nws_states

two-letter postal abbreviations of
all states intersecting the zone
polygon

information

N

N

nws_focallakewaterarea_ha

surface area of focal lake for
which the NWS is calculated

derived

N

N

hectare

nws_area_ha

area of zone polygon

derived

N

N

hectare

nws_perimeter_m

perimeter of zone polygon
including perimeters of any
internal holes

derived

N

N

meter

nws_lake_arearatio

ratio between NWS area and lake
water area

derived

N

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

units

nws_mbgconhull_length_m

the maximum possible distance
between any two vertices of the
minimum bounding geometry
convex hull that encloses the
NWS polygon

derived

N

N

meter

nws_mbgconhull_width_m

the maximum width of the NWS
convex hull polygon along an
axis perpendicular to the axis
defined by the convex hull length

derived

N

N

meter

nws_mbgconhull_orientatio
n_deg

orientation of the line defining
the convex hull length; calculated
as decimal degrees clockwise
from north

derived

N

N

degree

nws_meanwidth_m

mean width of the NWS polygon;
calculated as nws_area_ha
converted to hectares and divided
by nws_mbgconhull_length_m

derived

N

N

meter

nws_lat_decdeg

latitude of the focal lake central
point in decimal degrees; NAD83
projection

derived

N

N

decimal
degree

nws_lon_decdeg

longitude of the focal lake central
point in decimal degrees; NAD83
projection

derived

N

N

decimal
degree
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Table 9. Select columns from the LOCUS lake_link table data dictionary.

These variables are unitless, except where indicated in the name and/or description.

variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_ type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

lagoslakeid

unique lake identifier developed by
LAGOS-US

key

N

Y

lake_nhdid

the unique Permanent_Identifier from
the NHD for each LAGOS lake

key

N

Y

lake_reachcode

reach code assigned to the water
feature by the NHD

key

Y

N

lake_namegnis

lake name from the GNIS database

information

Y

Y

lake_namelagos

lake name from a combination of data
sources; examples are GNIS, WQP,
etc.

information

Y

Y

lake_county

name of county containing the focal
lake polygon central point

information

N

N

lake_countyfips

Federal Information Processing
Standard, FIPS, code for the county
containing the focal lake polygon
central point

information

N

N

lake_lat_decdeg

latitude of central point inside the
NHD lake polygon in decimal
degrees; NAD83 projection

derived

N

Y

lake_lon_decdeg

longitude of central point inside the
NHD lake polygon in decimal
degrees; NAD83 projection

derived

N

Y

lake_centroidstate

two-letter postal abbreviation of the
state containing the lake central point

information

N

N

nhdhr_area_sqkm

area of areal feature based on Albers
Equal Area, as assigned in NHD

information

N

N

nhdhr_fdate

date of last feature modification in
National Hydrography Dataset

information

N

N

nhdhr_gnisid

unique identifier assigned by GNIS

information

Y

N

lagosus_legacysiteid

unique site or lake identifier from the
original LAGOS-US water quality
source dataset--this is not
standardized and each source dataset
has its own system

key

Y

N

lagosus_legacysitelabel

column name or field name used by
the source dataset to label the legacy
lake identifier

information

Y

N

lagosus_legacyprogram

program name assigned in LAGOSUS to identify the source dataset
provider

information

Y

N
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variable_name

variable_description

taxonomy
_ type

missing
_values

in_
lagosne

wqp_monitoringlocationide
ntifier

a designator used to describe the
unique name, number, or code
assigned to identify the monitoring
location

key

Y

N

wqp_monitoringlocationna
me

the designator specified by the
sampling organization for the site at
which sampling or other activities are
conducted

information

Y

N

wqp_providername

source system that provided data to
the Water Quality Portal; examples
are NWIS, STORET, STEWARDS,
etc.

information

Y

N

nhdplusv2_comid

common identifier of the NHD
Waterbody feature

key

Y

N

nhdplusv2_reachcode

NHDplus v2 reach code assigned to
the water feature.

key

Y

N

nhdplusv2_area_sqkm

feature area in square kilometers, as
assigned by NHD

information

Y

N

lagosne_lagoslakeid

unique lake identifier developed for
LAGOS-NE

key

Y

Y

lagosne_legacysiteid

unique site/lake identifier from the
original LAGOS-NE water quality
source dataset--this is not
standardized and each source dataset
has its own system

key

Y

Y

nla2007_siteid

lake site identifier from National
Lakes Assessment 2007 survey

key

Y

N

nla2012_siteid

lake site identifier from National
Lakes Assessment 2012 survey

key

Y

N

nhdplusv2_lakes_n

count of NHDPlusV2 polygons
matching the LAGOS-US lagoslakeid

derived

N

N

lagosne_lakes_n

count of LAGOS-NE lagoslakeids
matching the LAGOS-US lagoslakeid

derived

N

N

wqp_sites_n

count of WQP sites within the
LAGOS-US lake

derived

N

N

lagosus_legacyids_n

count of all LAGOS-US legacy ids
linked to the lagoslakeid in this table;
these ids include, for example,
original sampling site identifiers

derived

N

N
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2.6. Data flags
During construction of the module, we created data flags in the lake_information and
lake_watersheds tables that either convey information about a data observation of general
relevance to users (informational flags §2.6.1) or that may indicate some degree of caution
regarding inclusion of particular data observations in some analyses (cautionary flags §2.6.2).
Table 10. Occurrence of data flags.

Summary showing the number of lake, WS, or NWS polygons with data flags and the percent of all
observations with data flags. Data flags are of two types: informational and cautionary.

Flag

Value

Number of occurrences

Percent of data

LOCUS data table: lake_information Number of lake polygons = 479,950
lake_ismultipart

Y

30699

6.4%

lake_missingws

Y

1985

0.4%

lake_onborder

Y

205

< 0.05%

lake_shapeflag

angular

12280

2.6%

lake_shapeflag

elongate

263

< 0.05%

LOCUS data table: lake_watersheds WS count = 477,965
ws_ismultipart

Y

302483

63.3%

ws_equalsnws

Y

452434

94.7%

ws_includeshu4inlet

Y

363

0.1%

ws_onborder

Y

659

0.1%

ws_oncoast

Y

166

< 0.05%

ws_sliverflag

Y

1347

0.3%

LOCUS data table: lake_watersheds NWS count = 25,531
nws_ismultipart

Y

14804

58.0%

nws_includeshu4inlet

Y

570

2.2%

nws_onborder

Y

570

2.2%

nws_oncoast

Y

30

0.1%
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2.6.1. Informational flags
Informational flags provide useful information on lake and watershed polygons to the user.
Table 11. Descriptions of lake, WS, and NWS polygon informational flags.
Flag

Description

User Relevance

lake_ismultipart
ws_ismultipart
nws_ismultipart

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that the
lake, WS, or NWS polygon
consists of more than one part in
the shapefile.

This flag primarily serves to alert the user of
unexpected geometry if they pursue further
geoprocessing of the GIS layers.

lake_missingws

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that no
WS could be created for the lake.

This flag identifies lakes that are lacking WS
watersheds in LAGOS due to data alignment gaps
between the two NHD snapshots used.

ws_equalsnws

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that the
WS and NWS are equivalent.

By definition, only lakes with connected upstream
lakes larger than 10 ha (e.g., lake connectivity classes
DrainageLk and TerminalLk) or off-network lakes
larger than 10 ha and surrounded by the focal lake
watershed have a network watershed (i.e., NWS).
This flag identifies lakes that lack a NWS, in which
case the WS reflects the entire hydrologic contributing
area.

ws_oncoast
nws_oncoast

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that the
WS or NWS polygon intersects a
land border with either the ocean
or a Great Lake.

Indicates the focal WS or NWS is adjacent to a coast.
This flag is relevant where GIS data layers used to
create GEO module variables may not match the US
extent used to generate the watershed polygons and
thus data coverage is less than 100%.

This flag is not intended to specify whether lake
polygons represent multiple basins that may be viewed
as separate lakes according to different authorities.
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2.6.2. Cautionary flags
We created a series of cautionary flags to indicate possible concerns regarding the use of flagged
lakes in certain analyses.
Table 12. Descriptions of lake, WS, and NWS polygon cautionary flags.
Flag

Description

User Relevance

lake_onborder

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that the
lake polygon intersects the land
border with either Canada or
Mexico.

A lake polygon that extends across the border may
accurately reflect the lake boundaries. In extreme cases,
the lake polygon provided by NHD may not follow the
natural lake border. Examples are lake polygons that have
been truncated at the border and lake polygons divided
into two parts by the border with each part assigned a
different NHD HR Permanent_Identifier. Because we
cannot check every lake polygon, we have chosen to tag
lakes on the border in order to indicate potential cautions
in their use.

lake_shapeflag

lake shape is exceedingly angular

This flag indicates potentially man-made lakes based on
shapes that nearly conform to a rectangle (ratio between
lake area and the area of the minimum bounding rectangle
area ~1) or a shape that has few vertices (lake polygon
with the number of vertices ≤ 7 or 9, depending on
surface area).

lake shape is exceedingly
elongate

There are times when a waterbody type is ambiguous, and
it is difficult to tell a river from a lake. Therefore, we
flagged exceptionally elongate waterbodies (relative to
the length) that users may want to investigate before
including in analysis.

noflag

Lake shape does not meet criteria for extremely angular
or elongate.

ws_onborder
nws_onborder

A value of ‘Y’ indicates that the
WS or NWS polygon intersects
the land border with either
Canada or Mexico

Similar to the lake_onborder flag described above,
watersheds on the border may lack some accuracy or
precision in their boundaries due to data availability, or
may extend beyond the limit of GEO datasets used to
attribute them.

ws_
includeshu4inlet

A value of ‘Y’ indicates the WS
or NWS extends beyond the
focal HU4 polygon.

During WS and NWS creation, polygons are restricted to
the HU4 of the focal lake. This was a practical decision as
the NHD downloadable data were divided by sub-region
due to geoprocessing limits. This flag indicates that the
full watershed, if delineated without that restriction,
would extend into an upstream HU4.

A value of ‘Y’ indicates the WS
polygon is a sliver

“Sliver” watersheds are very narrow, small polygons that
indicate potentially artificial waterbodies that may be
receiving little surface flow (especially when adjacent to
other artificial waterbodies) and/or geoprocessing
abnormalities. Situations where these occurred included
exceedingly flat terrain, WS polygons that extended
beyond the DEM extent, and constraining features that
led to extremely small and irregular watersheds. The
multiple criteria we used for flagging slivers are
described in detail in the methods.

nws_
includeshu4inlet
ws_sliverflag
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3. Methods for LAGOS-US LOCUS
This section provides a conceptual summary of the methods used to define the lake population,
delineate the lake watersheds, and calculate all variables in the LAGOS-US LOCUS data tables.
For further technical detail or to attempt to reproduce methods described in this section, users can
consult the scripts themselves, published on the EDI repository as LAGOS GIS Toolbox and also
available at https://github.com/cont-limno/LAGOS_GIS_Toolbox.
The metadata table data_dictionary_locus contains a column, methods_tool, that
identifies the script (or ArcPy tool name) used to create the variable of interest, if one is available.
For example, if you are interested in the variable lake_onlandborder, the methods_tool value
“lagosGIS.lake_processing” indicates to look for the function named lake_processing within the
lagosGIS Python module for more information. Methods implemented manually with no
reproducible script are assigned the value “hand” in this table.
Source datasets used with the methods to generate individual variables can be identified
using the two metadata tables provided in the LOCUS module. The source_code values of the
associated source datasets are provided in data_dictionary_locus columns variable_source_code1
and variable_source_code2; two columns are included because variables may be derived from up
to two source datasets. The source codes (e.g., nhdhr, ned, tigerbound, etc.) provided here can be
linked to a description and citation of the associated source dataset listed in source_table_locus
by using a table join or by manually cross-referencing values.

3.1 Software used for LOCUS creation
We used a combination of ArcGIS 10.3 Desktop (ESRI 2014), Python 2.7.8 (Van Rossum &
Drake 1998), TauDEM 5.3.7 Pit Remove tool (Tarboton 2016), and R (multiple versions) to
create LAGOS-US LOCUS. We used the following third-party R packages to create the lake_link
table: tidyverse (Wickham 2019), sf (Pebesma 2018), dataRetrieval (De Cicco, et al. 2018), and
XML (Lang and the CRAN Team 2019). We strove to create reproducible methods whenever
feasible and have published the associated scripts on EDI as an item called LAGOS GIS Toolbox.
The majority of the methods are associated with Python scripts stored as functions in a
module named lagoGIS.py. Those scripts implemented as tools in an ArcGIS Toolbox named
LAGOS GIS Toolbox are designed to readily accept user-provided input datasets to reproduce the
methods documented in this section. Some Python scripts and R scripts are also published
without the user-friendly “tool” interface--these scripts require some more esoteric configuration
to re-use, but provide code that can be used to understand, reproduce, or adapt our methods.

3.2. Methods for establishing the lake population
3.2.1. Lake census population selection
The LAGOS-US lake census population is based on the 2016 NHD HR snapshot that was
processed as follows. We first added a new unique identifier to each NHDWaterbody to facilitate
de-deduplication along the HU4 boundaries when the subregions were merged together. This new
identifier, labeled nhd_merge_id, was built by concatenating the NHD Permanent_Identifier and
the NHD FDate. Then, we merged the 202 HU4s in the NHDWaterbody layers, identified all
lakes with identical NHD Permanent_Identifiers, and deleted the ones with the older NHD FDate.
We selected all lakes that intersect the conterminous U.S. study area boundary. Then, we repaired
the geometry of the lakes to eliminate self-intersections and used the Densify tool to remove
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circular arcs so that the lakes would comply with the OGC Simple Features standard and be
readable in R. The HU2, HU4, HU6, and HU8 codes were added to this product based on the
NHD ReachCode.
From this population of lakes, we removed some lakes that met one of three criteria.
First, we removed all lake polygons associated with the Great Lakes (''HU8 code in the following
list and area over 10 square kilometers: 04020300, 04060200, 04080300, 04090001, 04120200,
04150200). We projected the resulting feature class to the Albers USGS Equal Area projection
and calculated the water area of the lake in hectares in this projection. Second, we deleted all
lakes smaller than 1 hectare using this new calculation. Third, we filtered the waterbodies to
include only lakes (FType = 390) and reservoirs (FType = 436) assigned one of the following
allowable FCode values: 39000, 39004, 39009, 39010, 39011, 39012, 43600, 43613, 43615,
43617, 43618, 43619, 43621. These codes represent perennial lakes and reservoirs meeting the
LAGOS definition (§ 1.2.1.). NHDWaterbody feature types deleted in this step were estuary, ice
mass, playa, and swamp/marsh features. Within the lake and reservoir feature type, the following
codes were excluded by the definition: 39001, 39005, 39006, 43601, 43603, 43604, 43605,
43606, 43607, 43608, 43609, 43610, 43611, 43612, 43614, 43623, 43624, 43625, 43626.
These steps resulted in the LAGOS-US complete lake population (called the lake census
population) that represents ALL lakes in the conterminous U.S. > 1 ha. The GIS layer
representing this population as polygons is called “lake”, and the GIS layer representing the same
population as points is called “lake_as_points”.
3.2.2. Large lake mapping analysis
LAGOS-US lakes accept the lake delineations mapped by the NHD with respect to extent, lake
feature type vs. swamp feature type, and delineation of adjoining water bodies such as lake basins
or lakes delineated separated from features mapped as streams. We observed a small number of
cartographic decisions or artifacts dividing lakes at boundaries not corresponding to real-world
physiographic properties, such as lakes being divided into two or more polygons at the
international border, or lakes being divided at topographic map quadrangle boundaries. These two
scenarios seem to affect some prominent lakes and so we made a qualitative review of the 12
largest lakes by surface area within the contiguous U.S. (as listed in Wikipedia) to see whether
they were mapped in multiple parts, and why (Table 13). Our results suggest using caution to
interpret very large lakes in LAGOS, depending on the phenomenon being investigated.
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Table 13. Results of a qualitative review of cartographic decisions made by the NHD in
mapping the 12 largest LAGOS-US lakes.
Size
Rank

Name

State(s)

lagos
lakeid(s)

Mapped as

Notes

1

Great Salt
Lake

Utah

455356,
455786,
455679

Hydrographic
division

Mapped primarily as a single
waterbody. A railroad causeway
embankment divides the northern
and southern halves, famously
resulting in a large water color
difference. A causeway breach was
constructed in 2016 to allow
increased flow and is mapped in the
NHD. Farmington Bay (southeast)
and Stansbury Bay (southwest) are
mapped separately. This shallow,
endorheic lake varies substantially
in size over time.

2

Lake of the
Woods

Minnesota

15162,
37120,
27741

Virtual
division

Mapped as three main polygons.
The cartographic splits are located
on the international border and are
purely virtual with no
corresponding infrastructure in the
lake.

3

Lake Oahe

North
Dakota
&
South
Dakota

343492,
337264

Hydographic
division

This elongate reservoir is mapped as
two main polygons. The
cartographic divide may be intended
to correspond to the HU12
boundary.

4

Lake
Okeechobee

Florida

196849

Mapped entire

5

Lake
Pontchartrain

Louisiana

299391

Mapped entire

6

Lake
Sakakawea

North
Dakota

332619,
331040

Hydrographic
division

Mapped as two polygons, with 95%
of the lake area in one polygon. The
Little Missouri River branch is
mapped separately. Note that
neighboring Audobon Lake is
separated from Lake Sakakawea by
a highway embankment with
underseepage and is mapped
separately.

7

Lake
Champlain

New York
& Vermont

211,
258783

Virtual
division

Mapped as two polygons, with 90%
of the lake area in one polygon. The
cartographic divide is located on the
international border and is purely
virtual with no corresponding
infrastructure in the lake.
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Size
Rank

Name

State(s)

lagos
lakeid(s)

Mapped as

Notes

8

Lake St. Clair

Michigan

88646

Virtual
division

Mapped as two main polygons, only
one of which is included in
LAGOS-US. The cartographic
divide is located on the international
border and is purely virtual with no
corresponding infrastructure in the
lake.

9

Red Lake

Minnesota

34986,
39213

Hydrographic
division

Mapped as two basins (Upper Red
Lake, Lower Red Lake) using a
hydrologically defined division.

10

Fort Peck
Lake

Montana

320269

Mapped entire

11

Salton Sea

California

483334

Mapped entire

12

Rainy Lake

Minnesota

116950,
73

Virtual division

Mapped as two main polygons. The
cartographic divide is located on the
international border and is purely
virtual with no corresponding
infrastructure in the lake.

3.2.3. Lake minimum size analysis
The lake census population described above is defined to represent all lakes in the conterminous
U.S. However, because our data source (the NHD HR) has some limits in its spatial resolution
including regional variation in the degree to which the very smallest waterbodies are mapped, we
defined a minimum lake size for the census lake population to ensure it is sufficiently and
relatively uniformly represented in the NHD HR. The regional variation is often linked to the
data stewardship model for the NHD in which states cooperate with the USGS in order to edit the
dataset, meaning that discrepancies in including, delineating the boundaries or, or categorizing
waterbodies at the finest resolutions often followed political boundaries rather than natural ones,
indicating that these differences are not merely inherent to the regional landscape differences.
Here we describe the steps that we took to make this determination and to make the final decision
of a 1 ha minimum lake size for LAGOS-US. This size threshold is congruent with that used in
another national lake water quality dataset, the National Lakes Assessment. We recognize the
threshold may exclude some regionally important small lakes--we found this seems to be true
more often in the case of small named lakes that are more common in the southwestern U.S.
First, we wanted to ensure that lakes that have in situ samples taken from them and that
are found in the Water Quality Portal (WQP) would be included in our lake population. Figure 7A
shows that on average about 6 % of lakes in a 1 ha size bin class are sampled and provided in the
WQP, but that it varies by lake size with lakes over 10 ha being sampled at a rate of about 30 %,
whereas lakes less than 6 ha are sampled less than the average rate (Figure 7A). This pattern
shows that larger lakes are more likely to be sampled relative to their availability (Figure 7B).
While the sampling rate of small lakes is low, there are a large number of samples obtained in the
smallest size class of 1-2 hectares. Less than 0.005% of lakes (fewer than 200 out of 5 million
lakes) under 1 hectare had a WQP site located within them.
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Figure 7. Percent of lakes within size bins with samples in the Water Quality Portal.

The number of lakes that have samples provided in the Water Quality Portal (WQP) by lake surface area
bin class (lake size, ha) relative to the total number of lakes in that bin class (A). The number of lakes in
each lake surface area bin class (B).

Next, we created a ‘lake size error validation dataset’ to examine the effect of lake size
on the probability of being represented in the NHD HR. To create this dataset, we selected 9
states that represent different physiographic regions of the U.S.to quantify whether lakes were
more likely to be represented accurately in the NHD HR if they were larger. We compared lakes
in the NHD HR with the latest NAIP imagery available in each state at the time of the analysis in
late 2018. We selected five sampling regions per state (in California, we selected six regions due
to its size) to manually count lakes in the NHD HR and aerial imagery. Lakes that were present in
imagery, but not in the NHD HR, were roughly digitized to assign them to a size class for
calculating error rates. Then, we assigned each NHD HR lake an error status. Lakes with an
uncertain status as to whether they were perennial (since we include only perennial lakes in our
census population) were discarded from the missing lakes population. The 43 sampling regions
contained 1,074 waterbodies identified as lakes in the NHD and 137 lakes identified in the
imagery but not included in the NHD, for a total of 1,211 lake candidates included in the
assessment. Of these, 996 were identified as lakes by both the NHD and our assessment.
We found that the proportion of ‘correct’ lakes in the NHD HD did vary by lake surface
area, but that there was no definitive threshold size class, although lakes that were over 9 ha were
over 91% correct, with lakes greater than 10 ha being 95% correct (Table 14). However, because
there are hundreds of thousands of lakes smaller than these values, we decided to accept a higher
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misclassification rate. Thus, we include lakes > 1 ha in the lake population. In this population, the
lakes in the 1-2 ha size bin had the largest errors (with a 77% correct rate). However, if we
combine the entire ‘lake size error validate dataset’, then the overall error rate is 82% correct
(Table 15). When the lakes are all combined in this way, there is even less evidence for a clear
threshold. These results can also be graphically represented to show that there is not really a
clearly identifiable threshold value with which to select a size cutoff less than 10 ha (Figure 8).
Lake error rates varied slightly by state (Table 16). In Iowa, the NAIP imagery appeared
to be from an unusually wet year, and most lakes in the assessment appeared much larger in the
imagery than their delineated borders in the NHD portrayed. This led to Iowa having the highest
rate of “missing” lakes because multiple lakes over 1 hectare appeared in the landscape for the
wet year depicted in the imagery.
Table 14. Lake size error validation results by size bins.

The number of lakes, the proportion correct and the proportion of false-positives in the ‘lake size error
validation dataset’ by lake surface area (lake size, ha). Count is the number of lakes in the validation
data set by lake size bin; Correct is the proportion of lakes in that lake size bin that are correctly
represented in the NHD HR; False-Positive is the proportion of lakes that were in the NHD HR, but not in
the aerial imagery.

Count

Correct

FalsePositive

Missing

1-2

493

0.77

0.08

0.15

2-3

223

0.84

0.06

0.10

3-4

93

0.81

0.03

0.16

4-5

57

0.81

0.12

0.07

5-6

53

0.81

0.08

0.11

6-7

44

0.82

0.09

0.09

7-8

33

0.82

0.06

0.12

8-9

17

0.82

0.12

0.06

9-10

12

0.92

0

0.08

Over 10

186

0.95

0.02

0.04

Lake size (ha)
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Table 15. Lake size validation results by lake size threshold.

The percent of lakes that are missing, false-positive, or correct in the ‘lake size error validation dataset’
by minimum lake size threshold. When the lakes are all combined in this way, there is even less evidence
for a clear threshold.

Figure 8. Lake size error validation results by size bins.

The proportion correct, the proportion of false-positives, and the proportion of missing lakes in the ‘lake
size error validation dataset’ by lake surface area (lake size, ha) (A). The number of lakes in each size
class (B).
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Table 16. Lake size validation results by state.

The error rates for the ‘lake size error validation dataset’ by state, including the numbers of lakes by
state, the % correct, the number and percent of false positives, missing and total.

State

Correct

False Positive

Missing

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

FL

177

92.7

4

2.1

10

5.2

191

ND

139

89.1

4

2.6

13

8.3

156

CA

90

86.5

10

9.6

4

3.8

104

AL

112

81.8

7

5.1

18

13.1

137

AZ

56

81.2

12

17.4

1

1.4

69

TX

104

80.0

6

4.6

20

15.4

130

WA

91

79.8

22

19.3

1

0.9

114

WI

126

78.3

7

4.3

28

17.4

161

IA

101

67.8

6

4.0

42

28.2

149

3.3 Methods for managing flow determination in networks
NHD Network
We developed a tool called NHDNetwork to facilitate the calculation of new connectivity metrics
and for delineating lake watersheds. This tool relies primarily on manipulating the NHDFlow
table, which stores one “to” NHDFlowline segment and one “from” NHDFlowline segment per
row, to determine directional flow between any two start and end locations (network tracing). It
also stores pointers to relevant portions of the NHD source dataset, translates LAGOS definitions
to standard code, and traverses the network flow. NHDNetwork is designed to facilitate the en
masse characterization of hydrologic connectivity properties, and can calculate upstream and
downstream flow (with or without barriers; including or excluding intermittent flow).
The following is a brief summary of the implementation of the NHDNetwork Python tool--for
further details, see the code repository. The NHDFlow tables were digested and transferred to a
new lookup data structure that listed all downstream or upstream flow segments for each flow
segment (including those passing through water bodies or other NHD features) using the
identifier “Permanent_Identifier”. The trace_up_from_a_flowline tool was the basis of all traces-it walked upstream or downstream using the result of the prior step's lookup to seed the next
lookup, and saved all the retrieved flow segments to a list. Because the NHDNetwork object can
accept starting segment identifiers (inlets/outlets depending on trace direction) and barrier
identifiers, the WBArea_Permanent_Identifier was used to link on-network waterbody identifiers
to their respective flowline segment identifiers so they could be used as either starting locations
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or barriers. All LAGOS lakes greater or equal to 0.1 square kilometers were identified using
built-in functionality of NHDNetwork and toggled on or off as barriers in the network (using
activate_10ha_lake_stops, and deactivate_stops) depending on the task being run. To trace the
network away from a waterbody, the tool automatically identified the lowest/highest flowline
segments in the waterbody from which to start the trace, depending on the trace direction.

3.4 Methods for lake_information
lagoslakeid
The lake identifier, lagoslakeid, was calculated by generating unique sequential integers for each
of the 479,950 lakes maintained in the LAGOS-US LOCUS lake population. This lagoslakeid
matches that in LAGOS-NE when the NHD HR Permanent_Identifier used in the NE snapshot
matched the Permanent_Identifier from the most recent NHD HR US snapshot. Rarely, when not
re-used for the same lake due to NHD identifier changes over time, LAGOS-NE identifiers were
completely removed from the lake population and were not recycled. For a few lakes, more
complicated changes in NHD lake mapping over time resulted in us needing to re-link lakes that
no longer had lagoslakeid values. These best possible matches between LAGOS-NE and NHD
HR can be found in the lake_link table.
lake_namelagos
Official lake names were gathered from multiple data sources (e.g., NHD, GNIS) with significant
manual review. All names were de-duplicated and concatenated using a semicolon delimiter to
create lake_namelagos, so that multiple names could be provided for each lake, if available.
Additional names were always linked with a lake if the (point) geographic location associated
with the lake name from another data source was located within the LAGOS-US lake polygon.
Additional names were sometimes linked if the location was within 100m of the lake, contingent
upon manual review reviewing whether the point and lake polygon referenced the same lake.
More names were identified manually where lake sampling programs provided unique name
information as part of the sampling observation. Names were also re-used from LAGOS-NE
(which also linked names using manual review) in the following way: when lakes were larger
than 50 hectares, the LAGOS-NE name was validated before re-use; for smaller lakes, source text
for names were used without further validation and appear in upper case. Some names were
manually identified from internet map services during one of the manual processes reviewing
lake locations for some lakes in LAGOS-US.
lake_onlandborder
Lake polygons intersecting the U.S. land border at Mexico and Canada (data source: TIGER)
were assigned a value for this flag of ‘Y’.
lake_ismultipart
Calculated in ArcGIS with the shape’s IsMultipart attribute. ‘Y’ indicates the lake polygon is
multipart.
lake_missingws
If the lagoslakeid identifier had no match with the lagoslakeid in the lake_watersheds table, the
lake was flagged ‘Y’.
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lake_shapeflag
This flag indicates if a lake polygon shape is very angular or elongate. Elongate lakes are very
thin relative to their length and might be considered closer to riverine systems (Figure 9A).
Angular lakes (Figure 9B) have shapes that closely match either a rectangle or triangle suggesting
that they were man-made rather than natural basins. Lakes that don’t meet either of the criteria in
Table 17 are given a value of ‘noflag’.
Figure 9. Lakes with shapeflags.

Lakes with lake_shapeflag values equal to
(A) ‘elongate’ and (B) ‘angular’. The
angular lake examples shown both have
low vertex counts while the upper lake
additionally has a rectangular shape, a
second condition for setting the flag.

Criteria for the flag values of elongate or angular (Table 17), were derived first by identifying
features that could reliably identify lakes for potential flagging such as lake_mbgrect_arearatio.
We then sequentially inspected lakes within different value ranges in a GIS layer of lake
polygons to identify critical values that best visually separated those with extremely
angular/elongate forms. As such, we acknowledge the potential for unflagged lakes that warrant
flagging, but there was no identifiable objective threshold value.
Table 17. Criteria for designating lake_shapeflag as angular or elongate.

lake_shapeflag

a
b
c

Variables used in combination to populate lake shape flag
lake_mbgrect_arearatioa

lake_waterarea_hab

lake polygon vertex countc

Angular

≥ 0.9

[all]

[all]

Angular

< 0.9

< 0.4

≤7

Angular

< 0.9

≥ 0.4

≤9

Elongate

≤ 0.05

[all]

[all]

Ratio between lake water area and the area of the minimum bounding geometry rectangle
Lake water area
Number of vertices on the lake polygons as measured in ArcGIS (not included as a variable in LOCUS).
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lake_lat_decdeg, lake_lon_decdeg
Calculated with the Calculate Geometry tool in ArcGIS using the NAD83 geographic coordinate
system based on the point representation of the lakes. The point representations are always within
the lake polygon (a central “labeling” location), and are not based on the true centroid of the lake.
lake_elevation_m
The ArcGIS Extract Values to Points tool was used to assign the elevation value from the NED
source dataset to the point representation location of the lake. The point representations are
always within the lakes (a central “labeling” location), and are not based on the true centroid of
the lake. For this analysis, they were assumed to be centrally located enough to provide an
estimate of the elevation of the lake at the water’s surface.
lake_centroidstate, lake_huc12, lake_county, lake_countyfips
Calculated based on the location of the point representation of the lake. The point representations
are always within the lakes (a central “labeling” location), and are not based on the true centroid
of the lake.
lake_states
The ArcGIS Spatial Join operation was used to identify all states that intersect the lake polygon
and merge their state abbreviations into a single value (separated by semicolons).
hu4_zoneid, *_zoneid (for all spatial divisions)
The zone intersecting the point representation of the lake was assigned. If no zone intersected the
point representation (as sometimes occurred along the U.S. border), the closest zone was assigned
instead.
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3.5 Methods for lake_characteristics
3.5.1. Geometry
Geometry variables are defined as those that can be measured as lines, points, and surfaces (i.e.,
area and perimeter). This section describes methods used to derive variables describing lake area
and perimeter; and those defining lake shape either through metrics of minimum bounding
geometry or through calculation from other variables.
Variables describing lake area and perimeter:
Because many lakes have islands, we include three area and two perimeter (or length) metrics.
These are depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Lake geometry variables.

Lake polygons with islands retained (left panel) and with islands removed (right panel) along with the
geometry metrics derived from each version.

lake_waterarea_ha
The water area of the lake contained within the outer shoreline. Derived with the Calculate
Geometry tools in ArcGIS using the Albers USGS Conical Area Projection.
lake_totalarea_ha
The total surface area contained within the outer shoreline (sum of the water and the area of any
islands). In ArcGIS, the Eliminate Polygon Part tool was run to remove ‘holes’ (i.e., islands)
from the original lake polygons. The ArcGIS Calculate Geometry tool was then used to calculate
the area.
lake_islandarea_ha
The area of islands contained within the lake shoreline. Calculated as the difference between
lake_totalarea_ha and lake_waterarea_ha.
lake_perimeter_m
The length of the outer shoreline of the lake. Derived with the Calculate Geometry tools in
ArcGIS applied to the lake polygons created for lake_totalarea_ha (e.g., islands removed).
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lake_islandperimeter_m
The perimeter of islands contained within the lake shoreline. Calculated as the difference
between the ‘length’ of the lake polygons created to determine lake_totalarea_ha and
lake_perimeter_ha. The ArcGIS Calculate Geometry tool was used to calculate the length.
Minimum bounding geometry:
Two types of minimum bounding geometry (MBG) polygons, reflecting shapes of minimum
possible size, were created around lake polygons using ArcGIS: the convex hull and the
rectangle-by-area. These polygons and derived metrics are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Illustration of minimum bounding geometry variables.

To the left, the original lake polygon (blue) is depicted overlaid on the convex hull polygon (yellow) and
both are overlaid on the rectangle-by-area polygon (gray). The remaining panels show metrics derived
from the convex hull and rectangle-by-area polygons.

lake_mgbconhull_length_m
The maximum possible distance between any two vertices of the smallest possible convex hull
enclosing the lake polygon (note, the line connecting these vertices is located within the lake
polygon). Convex hulls were generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data
Management Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
lake_mgbconhull_width_m
The maximum width of the convex hull, defined along an axis perpendicular to the axis defined
by the convex hull length (note, the width line is located within the lake polygon). Convex hulls
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were generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management Toolbox /
Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
lake_orientation_deg
Degrees from 0 (or North) of the line defining the convex hull length. Values range from 0 to 180
degrees. Generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management
Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
lake_mgbrect_length_m
The length of the smallest rectangle enclosing the lake polygon. Generated using the Minimum
Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option
RECTANGLE_BY_AREA.
lake_mgbrect_width_m
The length of the smallest rectangle enclosing the lake polygon. Generated using the Minimum
Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option
RECTANGLE_BY_AREA.
Derived variables describing lake shape:
The following metrics of lake shape were calculated from variables described above.
lake_shorelinedevfactor
Shoreline development factor, a measure of the deviation of lake shape from 1, which is a perfect
circle, was calculated from the lake water area and perimeter using the formula:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

lake_perimeter_m

2 √𝜋𝜋 × lake_waterarea_ha

lake_mbgrect_arearatio
This variable provides an index of angularity or the degree of similarity between the lake area and
the minimum bounding rectangle. Calculated as the ratio between the area of the lake basin
(lake_waterarea_ha) and the area of the minimum bounding rectangle-by-area (the product of
lake_mgbrect_length_m land lake_mgbrect_width_m converted to hectares). This metric was
one of the criteria used to generate lake_shapeflag (Table 17).
lake_meanwidth_m
This variable provides an estimate of the mean width of the lake. Calculated as
lake_waterarea_ha (converted to square meters) divided by lake_mbgconhull_length_m.
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3.5.2. Connectivity
All network connectivity metrics (lake connectivity class, upstream lake counts, and
accumulation of local catchments into the lake watersheds and network lake watersheds) share a
unified methodology for assessing the hydrologic network.
1) All metrics were calculated for each subregion (HU4-level watershed) in isolation due to
the way the NHD flow network data were packaged.
2) These metrics were calculated using the 2021 NHD HR Beta dataset, while the lake
population in LAGOS was defined by the filtered NHDWaterbody dataset originating
from the 2016 NHD HR snapshot. The NHDPlus HR Beta data product was used in order
to create lake-focused watershed delineations that substantially align/cohere with the
catchment delineations that will be in widespread use when the NHDPlus HR is
completed. Due to mapping changes that happened during the 2 years in between the two
snapshots, a small quantity of mis-alignments (lake present then deleted, changes in
upstream network, etc.) resulted in missing data for some lakes (indicated with the
lake_missingws flag.
3) NHDNetwork was used to manage the determination of flow throughout the subregion
networks.
lake_connectivity_class, lake_connectivity_fluctations, lake_connectivity_permanent
Network traces were calculated in both flow directions for all lake and reservoir waterbodies in
the NHDWaterbody layer. For each lake, the lake’s own identifier and the identifiers for
flowlines within the lake polygon were removed from the traces. Then the maximum lake
connectivity (lake_connectivity_class) was classified based on the remaining traces. Six classes
were defined as follows (
Figure 12):

●

Isolated--traces in both directions were empty (no network connectivity)

●

Headwater--only the downstream trace contains network connectivity

●

Terminal--only the upstream trace contains network connectivity

●

TerminalLk--only the upstream trace contains network connectivity, and the upstream
trace contains the identifier of one or more lakes greater than 10 hectares (as defined by
the NHDNetwork class)

●

DrainageLk--traces either in both directions or only upstream have/has network
connectivity, and the upstream trace contains the identifier of one or more lakes greater
than 10 hectares (as defined by the NHDNetwork class)

●

Drainage--all lakes that do not meet one of the prior three criteria; traces either in both
directions or only the upstream trace has network connectivity
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Figure 12. Lake connectivity classes.

Cartoon (above) and aerial images (below) depicting the four lake connectivity classes.
Image attribution: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping,
Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community. Symbols for diagrams courtesy
of the Integration and Application Network (https://ian.umces.edu/symbols).
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Permanent connectivity (lake_connectivity_permanent, defined as the connectivity class that
persists throughout and between years) was assessed using the same rules as above, but after
activating the NHDNetwork setting to drop intermittent flow. Activating this setting detects any
flowline segments with NHD FCode values indicating either “intermittent” or “ephemeral” flow
and drops their identifiers from the network flow lookup table, so that flow is interrupted.
After calculating both maximum and permanent connectivity, if the two classes were unequal, the
lake_connectivity_fluctuates flag was assigned the ‘Y’ value to indicate the lake may have
variable connectivity within or between years. For example, the condition in which lakes are
isolated most of the year, but have ephemeral inflow after rainstorms is common in the arid
southwest.
USER WARNING: The NHD mapping effort contains a process for validating the
intermittency value assigned of stream reaches. However, the maps are produced
over a long period of time and are limited in their ability to qualify the most
recent hydrologic regime accurately. Additionally, some local data stewards have
completed intermittency determinations with finer detail than others. The lake
connectivity classifications are somewhat robust to individual reach-level errors
in the NHD intermittency values, but are also expected to reflect the data quality
challenges in this area. No validation of the permanent connectivity status was
performed. We expect a moderate degree of error in the classification of any
individual lake, and also that the statistical impact of the errors can be mitigated
by designing analyses that aggregate the permanent connectivity classifications at
regional levels.
lake_lakes*ha_upstream_ha, lake_lakes*ha_upstream_n
NHDNetwork was used to trace the upstream network (as represented in the NHDPlus HR) from
each focal lake included in the LAGOS-US lake population. The lake identifiers picked up in the
trace were compared to the subregion’s lake population (LAGOS-US definition, implemented in
NHDNetwork) broken into three hierarchically nested size classes: all lakes > 1 hectare in area,
all lakes > 4 hectares, and all lakes > 10 hectares. The count and area of upstream lakes in each
size class were summarized, with the area taken from the original NHD AreaSqKm value. The
maximum connectivity was used to determine whether an upstream lake should be included in the
count.
lake_glaciatedlatewisc
The ArcGIS Tabulate Intersection tool was used to calculate the percentage of each lake that was
glaciated as indicated in the Glaciation source dataset. If any percentage of the lake was glaciated,
the ‘Glaciated’ class was assigned; otherwise, the lake was designated as ‘Not Glaciated’.
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3.6 Methods for lake_watersheds
3.6.1. Delineating watersheds: Summary of workflow and tools
The following tools from the LAGOS GIS Toolbox were used to implement the processing
workflow (name of functions/modules included in parentheses). For a more detailed review of
how each tool in the processing chain implements rules used in the watershed delineation process,
see the code provided in the data repository for LOCUS.
Watershed delineation toolchain (watersheds_toolchain.py):
1) Add Waterbody NHDPlusID (add_waterbody_nhdpid)
2) Update Grid Codes (update_grid_codes)
3) Add Lake Seeds (add_lake_seeds)
4) Revise HydroDEM (revise_hydrodem)
5) TauDEM Pit Remove (with lakes protected)
6) Flow Direction (flow_direction)
7) Delineate Catchments (delineate_catchments)
8) Aggregate Watersheds
3.6.2. Delineating watersheds: Summary of workflow and tools
The watershed delineation process included two major steps--creating immediate drainage
catchments for all members of the flow network and then, accumulating these catchments to
create watersheds for each lake. We describe these two major steps at a high level here.
Immediate drainage catchments were delineated by modifying the published NHDPlus HR
intermediate watershed delineation data products in order to emphasize the LAGOS-US lakes as
catchment outlets while retaining the value added by the NHDPlus HR product standards.
In order to delineate immediate drainage catchments for LAGOS-US, we re-used or
modified the following datasets published in the NHDPlus HR geodatabase and raster files:
NHDPlusNHDPlusIDGridCode, NHDPlusSink, catseed.tif, hydrodem.tif, filldepth.tif, and fdr.tif.
The modifications were intended to ensure each LAGOS-US lake would have a catchment
delineated, whether on- or off-network. We also mitigated an acknowledged error with excessive
small sinks in the NHDPlus HR.
The NHDPlus HR watershed delineation process is documented in detail by Moore, et al.
(2019). Generally speaking, the NHDPlus HR delineation process implements these steps:
1) Mosaic the National Elevation Dataset 3DEP DEMs to cover the extent of the HU4
(subregion) and convert elevation units to centimeters.
2) Pre-process and clean up the NHD vector features in preparation for burning features into
the DEM raster. Examples of pre-processing are excluding pipelines and ditches with
uninitialized flow from the network, trimming headwater flowlines that conflict with
WBD, and identifying valid sinks to burn. (NHDPlusSink)
3) Use the results of step 2 to burn the network flowlines and waterbodies into the DEM
with a beveled drop following the AGREE methodology (Hellweger and Maidment,
1997). This process forces alignment between the DEM and the vector network.
4) Add walls at HU12 boundaries with cuts for flowlines/streams.
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5) Fill sinks in the landscape so the associated regions can drain into the network. Those
sinks defined as valid in prior steps are protected as not fillable. Save the fill depth as a
separate raster. (hydrodem.tif, filldepth.tif)
6) Calculate 8-direction flow using the hydro-conditioned DEM and clip the flow direction
raster to the HU4 boundary. (fdr.tif)
7) Define catchment pour points from the burned flowline features using the GridCode to
translate identifiers to raster pixel values. (catseed.tif, NHDPlusNHDPlusIDGridCode)
We used the following steps to implement our modifications to create the immediate drainage
catchments:
1) Reconstitute the unfilled hydro-enforced DEM by subtracting the cell values of
filldepth.tif from those in hydrodem.tif.
2) Ensure burning all LAGOS-US lakes into the hydro-enforced DEM.
3) Protect isolated and terminal LAGOS-US lakes as valid, unfillable sinks in order to
delineate local catchments for these waterbodies.
4) Fill excessive small sinks (“NHDWaterbody closed lake” not included in LAGOS-US
population) in the hydro-conditioned DEM that were indicated as erroneously permitted
in the beta version of the NHDPlus HR.
5) Modify the pour points raster catseed.tif to use all LAGOS-US lakes as primary
catchment pour points, prevent artificial paths associated with on-network lakes from
being used as pour points, and remove any pour points associated with the excessive
small sinks.
6) Calculate 8-direction flow from the modified hydrodem.tif and clip the output to the same
HU4 boundary as the published fdr.tif.
7) Delineate catchments using the modified catseed.tif and new fdr.tif.

3.6.3. Accumulating immediate drainage catchments to create lake watersheds
(WS) and network watersheds (NWS)
For each lake in the LAGOS-US lake population, the network watershed (NWS) was delineated
as an aggregation of all qualifying upstream local catchments. The NHDNetwork class was used
to trace 1) the entire upstream network and 2) the traces (from here on called sub-network traces)
of all lakes ≥10 ha in size. If the focal lake had no upstream network (“LC” watersheds), the lake
watershed was delineated to be the same as the focal lake’s local catchment. If the focal lake had
upstream network connectivity, the focal lake’s local catchment plus all the upstream catchments
were aggregated, dissolved into a single polygon, and the single polygon had all holes removed.
The focal lake polygon itself (not its catchment) was erased from its own watershed. The
resulting shape was delineated as the network watershed.
To accumulate the lake watershed (WS) delinations, we used a workflow with three
major steps: upstream tracing with barriers, dissolving watershed polygons, and erasing regions
excluded by definition. The second two steps of this workflow were necessary to accommodate
the geometric operations needed to sink flow into any off-network non-focal lakes ≥ 10 ha, so
they are treated equally to on-network lakes ≥ 10 ha which are handled as sinks in the first step.
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1) First, the upstream network was traced using > 10 ha lakes as barriers to upstream tracing
and all corresponding catchments were selected for further processing. This step correctly
defines the outside boundary (excluding inner rings used to represent polygon holes) of
the final interlake watershed. (LAGOS-NE used only this step to estimate the interlake
watersheds).
2) Then, the watershed was dissolved which eliminated all internal sinking so that the
delineation incorporated all flow originally assigned to sinks associated with lakes < 10
ha.
3) Therefore, in order to re-sink flow from > 10 ha lake sub-networks contained within the
dissolved result of step 2, we define erasable regions and erase them as the final step. Since the
NHDNetwork does not directly handle geometric relationships, it cannot test for containment
within the result of step 2. We created a tool (NHDNetwork.define_erasable_regions) that
returns erasable network regions associated with all lakes > 10 ha within the HU4 boundaries
that are either a) Isolated; b) Terminal or TerminalLk lakes not downstream of the focal lake; or
c) draining (Drainage, DrainageLk, Headwater) lakes upstream of the focal lake. The erasable
regions were restricted to those containing flow that proceeds only to the sink--for example,
regions above a divergence flowing to both the sink lake and the focal lake were not allowed to
be erased from the focal lake’s watershed.

3.6.4. lake_watershed variables
ws_zoneid, nws_zoneid
The values for lagoslakeid were copied and converted to string/character type.
ws_subtype
If the focal lake’s upstream trace did not include any connectivity, then this flag was set to “LC”
(local catchment). If the focal lake had upstream connectivity and the ws_equalsnetwork flag was
“N”, then the flag was set to “IDWS” (inter-drainage-lake watershed). Otherwise, the flag was set
to “DWS” (drainage-watershed).
ws_equalsnws
If the difference between the area of the network-lake watershed and the lake watershed is
effectively zero (< 10 square meters), then this flag was set to “Y”, otherwise it was set to “N”.
Even when a focal lake does not have an on-network upstream ≥10 ha lake, if a ≥10 ha isolated
lake was within the bounds of the focal lake’s network-lake, the watershed delineations will
differ. This fact is due to the sinking of flow into the ≥10 ha lake.
*_onlandborder, *_oncoast
Watersheds/zones with their polygon intersecting the U.S. land border at Mexico and Canada
(data source: TIGER) or the oceanic or Great Lakes coasts were flagged ‘Y’ on the respective
flag.

*_inusa_pct
Unlike most other zones, watersheds (and lake buffers) can extend beyond the contiguous U.S.
boundary used to define LAGOS-US study area. Tabulate Intersection (ArcGIS) was used to
calculate this percentage value by comparing the watersheds to the LAGOS-US States dataset.
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*_includeshu4inlet
The NHDNetwork class identifies all inlets to the subregion network, which have the value 0
assigned to the “from” segment identifier in the NHD flow table. If the focal lake’s trace
included any of the inlet identifiers, this flag was set to “Y”, otherwise it was set to “N”.
*_ismultipart
Calculated in ArcGIS with the shape’s IsMultipart attribute.
ws_sliverflag
Occasionally, ‘sliver’ WS watersheds were produced that appeared to be artifacts from
geoprocessing in very flat terrain or other difficult settings (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Watersheds flagged with ws_sliverflag = ‘Y’.
Lake polygon in blue; watershed polygon in yellow.

The criteria for assigning a ws_sliverflag were arrived at by trial and error and based on multiple
criteria (Table 18):
1) ws_lake_arearatio: if a WS was very small in area relative to the focal lake it was
flagged. Different criteria were used depending on the size of the watershed.
2) Isoperimetric quotient (not included in LOCUS): this formula indicates how much a
polygon deviates from a circle (IQ=1). An IQ near 0 indicates a polygon that is very
linear. The IQ is defined by the following formula:
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =

4 𝜋𝜋 × ws_area_ha × 104
ws_perimeter_m

where 104 converts ha to m2

3) When a WS polygon converted to less than one 30m pixel aligned to National Land
Cover Dataset rasters (used in creation of LAGOS-US GEO).
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Table 18. Criteria for identifying watersheds as slivers (ws_sliverflag).

Note that there is likely overlap in flagged WS between Group 6 and the other five Groups.

ws_area
_m2

IQa

Group

ws_lake_
arearatio

# pixels
in WSa

1

0.02 < x ≤ 1.0

2

≤ 0.025

3

0.025 < x ≤ 0.10

≤ 15000

Moderate Included WS polygons

4

0.10 < x ≤ 0.13

≤ 10000

Moderate As above

5

0.13 < x ≤ 0.3

≤ 5000

Moderate As above

≤ 0.003

Notes

High

WS polygons for lakes
split by the Canadian
border above which the
WS boundary closely
followed inflowing
rivers.

High

WS polygons that were
radically smaller than the
lake polygon
discontinuous with
respect to the lake
polygon including some
parts that were slivers;
note because clearcut
boundaries were difficult
to ascertain this group
does include some WS
that are more complete
and does not include
some WS that are
discontinuous and
include slivers.

6
a

Confidence

1

High

30m pixel aligned to
NLCD rasters

Not included in LOCUS as variables

*_states
The ArcGIS Spatial Join operation was used to identify all states that intersect the watershed
polygon and merge their state abbreviations into a single value (separated by semicolons).
*_focallakewaterarea_ha
Copied from the lake_waterarea_ha value for the corresponding lake.
*_area_ha, *_perimeter_m
Derived with the Calculate Geometry tools in ArcGIS using the Albers USGS Conical Area
Projection.
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*_lake_arearatio
Derived with Calculate Field in ArcGIS (using *_focallakewaterarea_ha and *_area_ha).
*_lat_decdeg, *_lon_decdeg
Calculated with the Calculate Geometry tool in ArcGIS using the NAD83 geographic coordinate
system. Both WS and NWS watersheds are assigned the lake central point coordinates for these
values.
*_mgbconhull_length_m
The maximum possible distance between any two vertices of the smallest possible convex hull
enclosing the WS or NWS polygon (note, the line connecting these vertices is located within the
WS or NWS polygon). Convex hulls were generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry
tool in the Data Management Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
*_mgbconhull_width_m
The maximum width of the convex hull, defined along an axis perpendicular to the axis defined
by the convex hull length (note, the width line is located within the WS or NWS polygon).
Convex hulls were generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data
Management Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
*_mbgconhull_orientation_deg
Degrees from 0 (or North) of the line defining the convex hull length. Values range from 0 to 180
degrees. Generated using the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management
Toolbox / Features toolset selecting the option CONVEX_HULL.
*_meanwidth_m
Derived with Calculate Field in ArcGIS as *_area_ha x 10000 /*_mbgconhull_length_m.
*_lat_decdeg, *_lon_decdeg
Copied from the point representation of the corresponding lake.
*_mgbrect_length_m
The length of the smallest rectangle enclosing the WS or NWS polygon.. Generated using the
ArcGIS Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management Toolbox / Features toolset
selecting the option RECTANGLE_BY_AREA.
*_mgbrect_width_m
The length of the smallest rectangle enclosing the WS or NWS polygon. Generated using the
ArcGIS Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in the Data Management Toolbox / Features toolset
selecting the option RECTANGLE_BY_AREA.
*_mbgrect_arearatio:
This variable provides an index of angularity or the degree of similarity between the WS or NWS
area and the minimum bounding rectangle. Calculated as the ratio between the area of the WS or
NWS (*_area_ha) and the area of the minimum bounding rectangle-by-area (the product of
*_mgbrect_length_m and *_mgbrect_width_m converted to hectares).
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3.7 Methods for lake_link
This section provides a summary of the methods used to join multiple lake-related datasets to
create the lake_link table. The creation process is reproducible and available as an R notebook
titled “LAGOS_Lake_Link_Creation.Rmd” in the code provided in the EDI repository.
3.7.1 Overview of Data Processing Pipeline
Six main datasets were used to create the lake_link crosswalk table: LAGOS-US, GNIS, WQP,
NHDPlusV2 (medium-resolution), NLA 2007 and 2012, and LAGOS-NE. There are several
obstacles to reliably identifying common lakes between these datasets:
1) Inadequate location accuracy for comparison
2) Disagreement between datasets in the definitions affecting classification of waterbodies
as lakes vs. another type of waterbody (e.g. swamps, streams, etc.)
3) Disagreement between datasets concerning the delineation of lake spatial extent, or
dividing points between adjoining lakes
4) Conflicting names
5) Unaccounted change in identifiers within a dataset
6) Each dataset has its own update schedule and process that usually does not synchronize
with other lake datasets
The methods we used were intended to resolve as many of these discrepancies as possible while
keeping the number of false links to a minimum. The table was created in R, relying on the dplyr
and sf libraries for data manipulation. For each dataset, the workflow (Figure 14) was as follows:
1) Import. A downloaded snapshot of the source dataset is obtained. Modify fields and
prepare the data frame for later work.
2) Filter. We focus on lakes and reservoirs in the conterminous U.S. In order to preserve
this focus, categories of entities that are less likely to represent one of these features are
pruned away during this step, even if those categories sometimes connect to a LAGOSUS lake (details are provided for each data source, below). The crosswalk only includes
relationships if they ultimately connect back to a LAGOS-US lake. For example–even
though one can use this table to walk between WQP sites and NHDPlusV2 lakes, the
relationship is not comprehensive because lakes not found in LAGOS-US are missing.
3) Convert between spatial and non-spatial data formats, as needed. Spatial formats are
projected to the USGS Albers Conic Equal Area projection for consistency.
4) Select only the necessary columns for the upcoming work.
5) Join LAGOS-US to each dataset, one at a time. This step may include spatial joins, joins
based on common identifiers, or the incorporation of links established or confirmed with
a manual linking review process (for LAGOS-NE lakes and NLA lakes only).
6) Select again as needed before the final join.
7) Finally, the results of the multiple joins in step 5 were merged into a single crosswalk
table with only the necessary fields remaining.
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Figure 14. Illustration of the LAGOS-US lake_link Processing Pipeline.

3.7.2. Methods for each source dataset
LAGOS-US
The LAGOSUS lake population is the focal dataset and all other datasets were connected to this
one. This data-set is a subset of the NHD HR NHDWaterbody dataset as recorded in the 2016
LAGOS-US NHD HR snapshot (§ 3.2). The primary identifier for lakes in this dataset is
lagoslakeid. Secondary identifiers are the Permanent_Identifier and the ReachCode (unique,
but not always populated) derived from the NHD HR. The polygon representation and all three
identifiers were used as a potential basis for joining identifiers from other datasets.
GNIS
The GNIS dataset contains place names for a variety of geographic features, including lakes, in
the United States. Locations are represented as latitude/longitude pairs. Most NHD HR lakes
already had a GNIS name assigned, but in some cases where lakes had multiple names, they were
not assigned a name in the NHD. To populate the lake name as fully as possible, we searched the
GNIS dataset both to add missing names where available and to document lakes with multiple
names, which we then retain in LAGOS-US.
To find additional names, we searched only GNIS sites that were within the bounding box of the
conterminous U.S. (48 states and District of Columbia), and were assigned the Lake feature class
or the Reservoir feature class (feature names commonly include “lake”, “lakes”, “reservoir”,
“pond”, “tank”, “slough”, “millpond”, etc.--feature names were not used as a condition for
filtering). “Historical” names were excluded.
We cast the longitude and latitude values to GIS points using the NAD83 datum. Points located
with the LAGOS-US lake polygon were assigned to the lake. The resulting links provided one
source of additional GNIS names used in the creation of the lagos_lakename variable (§ 3.4).
WQP
wqp_monitoringlocationidentifier,
WQP sites were filtered so that included sites had to be within the bounding box of the
conterminous U.S. and were assigned one of the following Monitoring Location types: “Lake”,
“Reservoir”, “Riverine Impoundment”, or “Lake, Reservoir, Impoundment”. These types were
selected based on a preliminary analysis of how often sites of each type were located within a
LAGOS-US polygon and how closely associated they were with Secchi depth measurements, a
characteristically limnological sampling parameter. Sites were then cast to GIS points using the
LatitudeMeasure and LongitudeMeasure along with the indicated geographic datum found in
HorizontalCoordinateReferenceSystemDatumName.
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Conditions for linking a WQP site to the LAGOS-US lake were:
1) WQP sites within a lake polygon were linked to that polygon.
2) WQP sites within 10 meters of a lake polygon were linked to that polygon using the
st_join operation from the sf library to perform the spatial join.
3) WQP sites within 100 m of a lake polygon, not within an NHDArea StreamRiver feature,
and sharing any word in name other than generic lake-related terms (“lake”, “reservoir”,
etc.) were linked to the nearby lake polygon sharing the site name using the spatial join.
4) Novel manual links from the LAGOS-US water quality sampling data site linking process
were incorporated based on their MonitoringLocationIdentifier.
NHDPlus v2.1 MR
The NHDPlus v2.1 MR contains a popular medium-resolution representation of lakes and their
hydrographic context. Despite both originating from the NHD project, the medium-resolution and
high-resolution data products often show substantial differences between lakes. The reach code, a
14-digit identifier used to identify each reach as part of a linear referencing system, served as the
basis of connection between the two data products. Reach codes were sometimes modified during
NHD maintenance (split, joined, reassigned, deleted). The NHDReachCrossReference table
tracks these changes and shows the new and old ReachCode value.
Three join queries were used to connect LAGOS-US to the NHDPlus v2.1.
1) The LAGOS-US ReachCode (if available) was joined directly to the NHDPlus v2.1
REACHCODE.
2) The LAGOS-US dataset was joined to the NHDReachCrossReference table using the
LAGOS-US ReachCode and the NHDReachCrossReference NewReachCode, then joined
to the NHDPlus v2.1 REACHCODE using the OldReachCode.
3) When there was no link in the first two queries, the GNIS_ID in LAGOS-US was joined
to the NHDPlus v2.1 GNIS_ID.
The rows from all queries were unioned and the identifiers were coalesced into the
appropriate final column. Following these identifier-based joins, analysis showed that the match
rate was still low between LAGOS-US and NHDPlus v2.1. We introduced a spatial join step in
which the NHDPlus v2.1 was first filtered to include only waterbodies according to the same
definition as in LAGOS-US. For unmatched NHDPlus v2.1 waterbodies only, we evaluated the
geometric intersection between the medium-resolution lake polygons and the high-resolution lake
polygons. If there was > 50% mutual overlap, or 80% of one polygon overlapped a polygon from
the other dataset with at least 5% mutual overlap, then the lake identifiers were linked.
LAGOS-NE
The Permanent_Identifier was already used to connect lagoslakeid values between LAGOS-NE
and LAGOS-US at the time of the latter dataset’s generation. The lake_link table connects a rare
few lakes in which the Permanent_Identifiers changed, with special focus on the lakes that had
water quality sampling data in LAGOS-NE. The NHDReachCrossReference table was used in a
similar fashion as with the NHDPlus v2.1 to connect lakes. After this automated step, we
identified lakes that had some water quality sampling data and either a) changed lagoslakeid
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values, b) did not connect to any LAGOS-US lake, c) changed size substantially, or d) had a
substantially different name. For these lakes, we used a manual linking process with similar
standards to the LAGOS-US LIMNO water quality sampling site linking process to determine the
most accurate and comprehensive links between the two LAGOS lake representations.
NLA 2007 and 2012
For the 2012 NLA datasets, we linked only sites with INDEX_NLA = ‘Y’ and SITETYPE =
‘HAND’, or SITESAMP = ‘Y’. For the 2007 NLA dataset, we linked only sites with a missing
FLD_FLAG and STATUS_VER = ‘Target_Sampled’. We performed a spatial join for each site’s
point location and assigned it to the LAGOS-US lake that contained it. For sites that did not
match, we used the LAGOS-US manual water quality sampling site.
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4. Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QAQC) for
LAGOS-US LOCUS
The Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QAQC) process was intended to ensure that the
procedures used to create the feature values for LOCUS resulted in the intended outcomes. We
queried the individual data tables of variables to: 1) identify potential data or geoprocessing
issues, and 2) verify that data values were sensible (e.g., are within expected ranges and expected
completeness of data).
Semi-automated R scripts import each data table (formatted as a comma-separated values or csv
file) and run through a companion R markdown script to generate the QAQC summary report in
html format. The report summarizes the data table; ensures comparability between the data table
zoneids or lagoslakeids and the source GIS layer; compares variable names with the LOCUS data
dictionary; summarizes values and features for all variables; produces maps of variable values;
automatically generates scores for five main evaluation criteria; and generates a full QAQC
summary report in html format. The third-party R packages we used in this process include
tidyverse (Wickham 2019), sf (Pebesma 2018), summarytools (Comtois 2020), and rmarkdown
(Allaire et al., 2019).
Below we list and illustrate the main sections of the QAQC report using output for the data table
lake_characteristics.
1) Document aspects of the data table including the table name, name of the folder where it
is stored, and the data table structure (partial view shown).
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2) Compare lagoslakeids or watershed zoneids associated with observations in the data table
with our reference GIS shapefile to ensure they match fully.

3) Check that the variable names in the data table match those in the data dictionary (named
here the metadata file). Provide a list of variables with definitions, units, and taxonomy
type from the data dictionary.
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4) Summarize character variables.

5) Summarize numeric variables.
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6) Check on missing values for each feature; both a list and maps are provided.
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7) Display spatial
patterns of
character
variables.

8) Display spatial
patterns of
numeric
variables.

9) Generate a
summary of the
five QAQC
checks (see
below for
explanation of
this output).
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During creation of the QAQC report, the five key QAQC checks are automatically
evaluated as either Pass, Warn, Fail, or N/A (e.g., not applicable). A Warn score indicates that
although the data have failed to fully meet a criterion, this failure is due to a known issue that is
not solvable (most commonly this occurs where the data layer extent is smaller than the zonal
extent generating missing data values). This serves as an indication to users that while the data
are considered usable, certain applications may not be appropriate or useful.
The following describe the five automated evaluation criteria and the actions then
followed to rectify identified problems. Note that actions are iterative in that the QAQC review
feeds back into the geoprocessing process which then re-exports the data table which then re-runs
through the entire QAQC process.
1) Match with GIS data: This check compares the zoneids (e.g., lagoslakeid, ws_zoneid, and
nws_zoneid) in each data table with zoneids in the corresponding GIS layers representing the
full population of lakes and watersheds (gis_locus.gpkg). A list of non-matching zoneids
either in the feature table or the geodatabase is provided in the QAQC report and a Fail
warning is generated.
Action: where a Fail warning is generated, non-matching zoneids are manually
investigated to identify the source of the mismatch between the datatable and the
reference GIS datalayer.
2) Match with Metadata: Variable names in the datatable are compared with the master list of
variable names maintained in the metadata / data dictionary. Where there is no match, due to
missing or incorrect names in either the data dictionary or the datatable, a Fail warning is
generated and the mismatches are listed in a table in the QAQC report.
Action: where a Fail warning is generated, the data dictionary and datatable variable
names are examined and the name(s) in error are fixed as necessary either in the data
dictionary or in the python stream which exports the data from GIS.
3) Percent composition sums = 100%: This test is specific to feature data representing percent
composition of zone polygons composed of subfeatures expected to then sum to 100% with a
tolerance of ± 0.0001%. This evaluation is not applicable for LOCUS variables but is more
important for sets of variables in the GEO module.
Action: where a Fail warning is generated, we look for subfeatures missed during
geoprocessing or other processes such as incorrect combining of subfeatures. Rounding
errors that produce sums beyond the tolerance of ± 0.0001% are rectified by decreasing
the significant figures in the output set of subfeatures.
4) Zonal completeness check: Zones at the edge of the continental US, either on or crossing the
border with Canada or Mexico or on the coastline(s), at times extend beyond the extent of the
data layer being processed. For variables generated using zonal statistics in GIS, the
percentage of a focal zone within the data layer extent is quantified by the variable
*_datacoveragepct, where the * part of the name is identical to the corresponding variable
name (excluding any units). This check counts the number of zones with *_datacoveragpct <
100%, lists them, and produces maps that show the spatial distribution and magnitude of
values <100%. Where there are incomplete zones, a Warn evaluation is created for this
criterion. This evaluation is not applicable for LOCUS variables but is more important for
sets of variables in the GEO module.
Action: A Warn value is assigned for this criteria rather than a Fail because it is not
unexpected that *_datacoveragepct will be < 100% for zones near borders or coasts that
extend beyond the extent of the input datalayer. If values < 100% are found for zones not
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located near borders or coasts, steps in processing are inspected to make sure there are
not gaps in the input data or some other geoprocessing issue.
5) Missing value check: Extending the previous check, we also carefully examine zones that
have missing values (e.g., *_datacoveragepct = 0%). This check counts the number of zones
with missing values, lists them, and produces maps of their location. A Warn evaluation is
created for this criterion as, like the zonal completeness check, it is not unexpected to have
zones with missing values.
Action: A Warn value for this criteria is not unexpected for zones near borders or coasts
that extend beyond the extent of the input data layer. If zones with missing values are not
located at the edges of feature data layers, they are inspected to make sure there are no
gaps in the input data or some other geoprocessing issue.
In addition to responding to a Fail or Warn check from the above evaluation criteria, the GEO
team manually examines other output in the QAQC report to identify subtle issues with either the
input data or geoprocessing. The reviewer then discusses any discrepancies or questions with the
QAQC report creator and, if necessary, the GIS Analyst. All solvable issues are then reconciled
and the data files are regenerated.
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5. Accessing, Using, and Citing LAGOS-US LOCUS
LAGOS-US LOCUS is made up of multiple files of various types: data and metadata tables that
are csv files, a code repository that is compiled into a zip file, a geopackage, and this
documentation guide. All of these files are available for public download via the EDI repository.
For ease of use, we provide an R package that can be used to merge LOCUS tables
(LAGOSUS; Stachelek 2021), select variables or lakes, and link with the other LAGOS-US core
and extension modules (forthcoming).
When LOCUS data are included in analyses, users should include two citations: the data
(and documentation) and the data paper. Finally, if the R package was used to access the data,
that should be cited.
1) LOCUS data and documentation:
Smith, N.J., K.E. Webster, L. Rodriguez, K.S. Cheruvelil, and P.A. Soranno. 2021.
LAGOS-US LOCUS: Data module of location, identifiers, and physical characteristics of
lakes and their watersheds in the conterminous U.S. Environmental Data Initiative. [insert
data package doi]. Dataset accessed [insert date].
2) LOCUS data paper:
Cheruvelil, K.S., P.A. Soranno, I.M. McCullough, K.E. Webster, L.K. Rodriguez, and
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3) R Package:
Stachelek J. 2021. LAGOSUS: Interface to the Lake Multi-scaled Geospatial and
Temporal Database. R package version 0.0.1. Forthcoming
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7. Appendix: List of abbreviations and acronyms
Acronym

Description

ArcGIS

geographic information system (GIS) maintained by the Environmental Systems
Research Institute (Esri).

bailey

Bailey’s Ecoregion Sections

BGN

US Board on Geographic Names

buff100

100 m buffer around the lake shoreline

buff500

500 m buffer around the lake shoreline

COMID

Common Identifier for a flowline in the NHDPlusV2 dataset

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

DEPTH

LAGOS-US lake depth extension module

DWS

drainage watershed area

EDI

Electronic Data Interchange

epanutr

EPA nutrient ecoregions aggregated Level III

FIPS

Federal Information Processing Standard

GEO

LAGOS-US module for geospatial ecological context at multiple spatial and
temporal scales for lakes and their watersheds

GIS

Geographic Information System

GNIS

Geographic Names Information System

HU

Hydrologic Unit

IDWS

inter-drainage-lake watershed

LC

local catchment

LAGOS-NE

Multi-scaled geospatial and temporal database of lake ecological context and
water quality for lakes in the Northeast United States

LAGOS-US

Multi-scaled geospatial and temporal database of lake ecological context and
water quality for lakes in the conterminous United States

lagoslakeid

LAGOS-US unique identifier for each lake in LOCUS

LIMNO

LAGOS-US module for in situ lake surface-water limnological physical,
chemical, and biological measurements through time

LOCUS

LAGOS-US module for location, identifiers, and physical characteristics of lakes
and their watersheds

MBG

Minimum bounding geometry

mlra

USDA Major Land Resource Areas
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NAD83

North American Datum of 1983

NED

National Elevation Dataset

neon

National Ecological Observatory Network

NET

LAGOS-US lake and stream networks extension module

NHD

National Hydrography Datasets. Versions used in LOCUS included NHD-HR
(high resolution) and NHDPlus v2.1 MR (medium resolution).

NLA

National Lakes Assessment

NLCD

National Land Cover Database

NWIS

USGS National Water Information System

NWS

network watershed

omernik3

Omernik Level III regions

QAQC

quality assurance / quality control

RSVR

LAGOS-US reservoir classification extension module

WBD

Watershed Boundary Dataset

WQP

USGS Water Quality Portal

WS

LAGOS-US watershed

wwf

World Wildlife Fund freshwater ecoregions

zoneid

LAGOS-US created unique identifier for each zone within a spatial division
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